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By SUZAN FRASER
and DIAA HADID
Associated Press
ANKARA. Turkey (AP) —
Turkey's parliament approved a
motion Thursday that gives the
government new powers to
launch military incursions into
Syria and Iraq and to allow foreign forces to use its territory
for possible operations against
the Islamic State group.
Parliament voted 298-98 in
favor of the motion which sets
the legal framework for any
Turkish military involvement.
and for the potential use of
Turkish bases by foreign troops.
Meanwhile, the militants
pressed their offensive against a
beleaguered Kurdish town
along the Syria-Turkey border.
The assault, which has forced
about 160.000 people to flee

II See Page 3
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By him therefore let us
offer the sacrifice of praise to
God continually, that is, the
fruit of our lips giving thanks
to his name.
Neb. 13:15

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

City, county schools excel on Unbridled Learning test
MISD scores rank
district 3rd in state

C.C. named district
of distinction
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Kentucky Department of Education's
Unbridled Learning Assessment and
Accountability System reinforced it.
he message at the top of Bob
"You can't let up," Rogers said
Rogers' office speaks volumes: Thursday, one day after the 2013-14
When you're through improving Unbridled scores showed that MISD,as
... you're through.
a district, improved nearly three points
.-For Rogers, superintendent of the from the previous year, ranking it No. 3
Murray Independent School District, in the Bluegrass behind only the
this time-honored maxim is something "Anchorage school district outside of
he takes to heart. It would seem the dis- Louisville (which is only a K-8 district)
trict as a whole does as well.
•See Page 2
The scores for the latest testing of the

T

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
he Calloway County School
District was named a district of
distinction with the release of last
year's testing accountability data today.
The district scored at the 96th
statewide percentile for the 2013-14
school year, putting them among other
top-performing districts in the state.
The Kentucky Department of
Education released Unbridled Learning

T

data today as a measure of how the
state's public school children performed
on Kentucky Performance rating for
Education Progress testing on grades
third through eighth, the EXPLORE,
PLAN and ACT tests for eighth, tenth
and eleventh graders, along with ACTsponsored end-of-course exams in
English II, algebra II, biology and U.S.
history.
Calloway scored 74.2, up from 72.6

•See Page 2

Bank breaks ground on newfacility
Independence site
will fill North 12th gap
after restaurant closed
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A year after planting roots,
: Independence Bank is about to
build its permanent Murray location.
Thursday, a groundbreaking ceremony solidified this fact along
North 12th Street on a piece of land
vacant for nearly two years after
the closing and demolition of the
Arby's restaurant that had stood at
that site for many years. Murray's
John Clark Construction firm will
handle the building of a location
that will follow the many other
branch locations in the bank's
chain of resembling Independence
Hall in Philadelphia.
"Independence Bank is very
strong on tradition and in discussing
JC)HN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Members of the Murray Board of Directors of Independence Bank and employees of the bank's Murray branch use shovels to toss dirt Thursday afternoon during a ground-breaking ceremony for the bank's new permanent location along
IN See Page 3
North 12th Street.

Ebola virus outbreak

Joneses monitoring
situation in Liberia

Mamie Evans
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Murray, KY 42071

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Turkey OK's
military
operations
in Iraq, Syria
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By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A Murray family with a
small ministry in Liberia has
been following the recent outbreaks of the Ebola virus in
western Africa very closely.
Although their missionary
friends there have managed to
stay healthy, the disease has
greatly disrupted the lives of
everyone in the country, and
has forced Pam and Rick Jones
to temporarily shut down their
,ministry.
The Joneses adopted a son.

Isaiah, now 13, from Liberia
several years ago and became
involved in missions there
around the time they started
the adoption process. In June,
they held an event in Murray
called Feed My Sheep, which
they have done for the last two
years to raise money to feed
hungry children. Half of the
proceeds from that event went
to the Jones' ministry — called
Little Lambs Liberia., or LLL
— and the other half was taken
by Kim and Stephen Crouch to

Photo provided

111See Page 2

Ezekiel and Doris Queh are pictured with their children. The Quehs live in Congo Town, and
Ezekiel leads the Little Lambs Liberia food distribution ministry for the Jones family of Murray.
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Daly Forecast
The National ssaMbar Service
Friday: Mostly sunny with
showers and thunderstorms
likely, mainly before 7 a.m. A
high near 74. West wind 10 to
15 mph, with gusts as high as
24 mph. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 43. West
northwest wind 7 to 11 mph,
with gusts as high as 18 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 60. West wind 6 to

10 mph.
Saturday: Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 41.
West northwest wind 5 to 7
mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 70. Southwest
wind 5 to 9 mph.
Sunday Night: A slight
chance of showers. Partly
cloudy, with a low around 51.
Southwest wind around 7 mph.
Monday: A slight chance of
showers. Mostly sunny, with a
high near 71. West southwest
wind around 7 mph.
Monday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 51.
Light and vanable wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 75. Calm wind
becoming south southwest
around 6 mph in the morning.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 54.
South wind 3 to 5 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 80. South
southwest wind 3 to 8 mph.

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?

HAWKiNS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
NEW FLAG: Woodmen of the World recently donated a new American flag to Murray City Hall to replace the older one, and
American Legion Post 73's event coordinator, Mark Kennedy, was on hand to show officials the proper way to raise it and
put
it at half-mast. Pictured from left, are Kennedy, Mayor Bill Wells and Kirksey Woodmen of the World Chapter 170 representatives Marilynn Downey and Johnny Parker.

We want to hear it, too!
To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea, call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today!

753-1916

LEDGER &TIMES

•MISD...
From Front
and Fort Thomas Independent in
the Cincinnati, Ohio area.
"It's just because of a combination of a lot of hard work
from a lot of a people," he said.
"This is something,though,that
was established over many
years by these kids' parents and
grandparents, in many cases,
and we're just very proud of

Primary OP
Car
e
MEDICAL CENTER
IS PROUD TO

WELCOME

Experienced
Pediatricians
Same Day
Appointments
In Office,
Rapid.
Cost
Effective
Lab & Imaging
Services

Pediatrics at Primary Care
Medical Center is proud to
welcome Kristen Hall, APRN.
Kristen is a Pediatric Nurse
Practitioner graduate from
Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
TN. Kristen joins Dr. Joyce
Hughes and Dr. Kim Burch in full
time Pediatric Medicine at Primary
Care Medical Center. Kristen is a
graduate of Marshall County High
School and got her RN degree
from Murray State University.

this."
MISD registered an 81.1 overall score, putting it in the 99th
percentile of Kentucky districts
after finishing in the 98th percentile a year ago. Individually,
each school emerged with a
Distinguished Rating with
Murray Elementary jumped
almost, four points to 81.5,
Murray.' Middle
School
improved nearly a full point to
78.9 and Murray High was 3.5
points higher with an 82.9.
"I was just literally in awe
when these scores were made
public to us. I mean I just had
chills go through me," said
Angie Murdock, MISD's supervisor of Curriculum and
Instruction and a second-generation MN'S graduate. "We've
been .chasing
Beechwood
(another independent district in
the Cincinnati area) and Fort
Thomas for years and we finally
pushed back Beechwood and
just missed getting Fort Thomas
by one point(Fort Thomas,like
MISD,is a K-12 district)."
One of the biggest statements
made came from MES'K-3 students, who registered a 91.7,
tops in the Bluegrass.
"Our focus is on helping,challenging, and loving each child,
every day! The state assessment
is just one indicator of how
working as a team results in success," said MES principal
Denise Whitaker.
MMS' fourth and fifth-grade
students improved from 77.4 to
80.8.
"Students, teachers, and staff
were focused and intentional
with learning targets across all
five grade levels. I am so excited to see the benefits of all
efforts," said MMS principal
Lou Carter.
•
Meanwhile, MHS principal
Teresa Speed was very pleased
that her campus met its 98th
percentile *goal. In Rogers'style,
though, she is already thinking
of next year. "Next year's goal is to achieve
the,99 percentile," Speed said,
following Rogers' improvement
idea."We are blessed to have a
community that embraces our
students each day, as well. We
will continue to strive to uphold
our tradition of excellence."
e•••••eeeeee
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Open
EVERY
Day

Primary riP
Care

MEDICAL CENTER

ADULT $6.00
CHILD/SENIOR $4.00
Matinees & Tues $4.00

270.759.9200
1000 South
uth1St
Murray,Kentucky

www.PrimaryCareEverywhere.com
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•Calloway...
From Front
and a 91st percentile ranking in
the 2012-13 year, although
varying standards make year-toyear comparisons difficult, state
education officials said with the
initial release of information
earlier this week.
Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
said the test results are encouraging, as the district looks
ahead to more comprehensive
testing in only a few month's
time.
"We not only want to sustain
our high level of performance,
we want to improve," he said.
"As we study and disaggregate
that new data right down to the
individual student, there are
already changes being implemented in preparation for the
next round of testing."
District
Assessment
Coordinator Brian Wilmurth
said elementary schools, which
performed very well, according
to preliminary test results, have
already begun communicating
with each other to determine
what works and what doesn't.
All three elementary schools
achieved perfect overall scores

III Liberia...
From Front
feed children in Guatemala.
Pam Jones said Ricky Lamkin
has also been helping to fund
LLL.
Pam said the proceeds from
Feed My Sheep were used to
provide food through the end of
July for children in Congo
Town, which is on the outskirts
of the Liberian capital city of
Monrovia. By the end of the
month,though,the spread of the
Ebola virus had gotten worse
and Joneses decided to shut
down the feeding program for
the time being.
Pam said their main contact,
Ezekiel Queh, had been providing meals to children in five different locations in three counties, but those three counties
had Ebola outbreaks. Since the
Joneses didn't want him getting
exposed to the disease by having contact with sick people,
they and Queh made the decision to shut the program down,
but Pam said it was a very difficult decision. She said a few
people have come to Queh's
house requesting food, so she
advised him to provide them
with food if he felt comfortable
doing that, but to stay out of the
streets.

in science, while East Calloway
earned a 100 in language
mechanics.
Calloway Middle was scored
at the 84th percentile with
notable gains in reading and science scores. Still. Wilmunh
said, the district is looking to
make gains in other areas, meeting a statewide initiative KDE
Commissioner Terry Holliday
announced Thursday tg boost
middle school math scores
statewide.
The high school was an area
of particular pride. Wilmunh
said. For the second year in a
row. CCHS earned a distinguished/school of distinction
rating: also in the 96th statewide
percentile.'
"Our senior class members
worked hard to aquire college
and career ready status, and it
showed in the outcomes." said
Principal Randy McCallon.
can't say enough about the faculty, staff and school council
and their willingness to do
whatever it takes to work with
students."
Overall. Kentucky scored
among the 77th percentile. with
a proficient and progressing
classification overall.

Pam said she and Rick had
also beeh helping Queh's wife,
DoriS, through nursing school,
but that has stopped now too
because all the local schools are
closed and the training hospitals
are closed as well. Ezekiel has
been sending frequent emails to
update the Joneses on the crisis
since the outbreak started, she
added.
,
While the Joneses made the
decision to halt their own small
ministry because they didn't
have the resources to provide
protection for their missionaries, larger organizations are
doing good work there. Pain
said. She said she wanted to
strongly encourage people to
support large'organizations that
are equipped to help the people
in the countries where Ebola has
spread — Liberia, Guinea and
Sierra Leone. Pam said
International,
Compassion
Global Missions of the United
Pentecostal Church and Doctors
Without Borders are some of
the groups doing good work
there.
"They need help now more
than ever," Pam said."We cannot all just back away ... It's
truly a humanitarian crisis in all
three of those countries right
now."

American
Red Cross
Calloway County Chapter

Every Donation Brings Hope
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Create Your Community Legacy:
What is the Murray-Calloway
County Community Foundation?
Special to the todiew,
In July 2014, the MurrayCalloway County Community
Foundation kicked off its Orate
Your Community Legacy campaign to educate the community
on the benefits of endowments
to local non-profit and other
501c3 organizations.
Since its inception in 2010,
the Foundation has received
many questions regarding
endowments and the purpose of
a Community Foundation.
What is the MurrayCalloway County Community
Foundation?
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Foundation (hereinafter "MCCCF') is a nonprofit organization made up of
volunteer board members who
have a passionate interest in the
long-term stability and growth
of this community. Created by
statute and subject to compliance and oversight, the
MCCCF's mission is to help
non-profit organizations such as
charities, churches, cemeteries,
our hospital, our schools including
Murray
State
University, our county and city
agencies such as our park and
airport establish endowments to
benefit them for years to come
and to supplement or even
replace the annual fundraising
drives these organizations
undergo each year.
What is the purpose
of the MCCCF?
Affiliated
with
the
Community Foundation of West
Kentucky
(hereinafter
"CFVVK"), the MCCCF does
not compete with local nonprofits and does not benefit
financially from endowments
set-up to benefit these organizations. The Foundation provides
a way for individuals and businesses to provide funding to
non-profit organizations in a
way that will benefit them
immediately and for years to
come.
At this time, the MCCCF has
endowments in excess of

a

Cosistu4dy
FOUNDATION
Article One
$700,000 started to benefit
many facets of the community which translates into $28,000
per year, every year, of grants
available to be disbursed back
into the community. As that
number grows, so will the dollars distributed back to Murray
and Calloway County.
How can I get involved
with the Community
Foundation or contribute
to an endowment?
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Foundation has
worked with numerous individuals, families, businesses,
churches and other organizations to set-up new, public
endowments. In fact, through
December 2015,individuals and
businesses that establish or contribute to existing endowments
will become founders of
MCCCF. Gift amounts start at
$250 for individuals and $1,000
for businesses, and can be contributed over a two-year period.
To learn more about the
Murray-Calloway
County
-Community Foundation and
how you can get involved, visit
mcccf.org or contact Harold
Hurt, president of MCCCF, at
270-761-6880 or any of the following board members: Linda
Avery, 270-753-0060; Tab
Brockman, 270-762-0325; Gary
Brockway, 270-753-0503; Man
Hale, 270-753-5411; Sarah
Jones, 270-227-8010; Brian
Overbey. 270-767-2000, or
Dick Weaver, 270-753-2899.

October is Anti-Bullying
Awareness Month
From Karen McCuiston
Director of the Resource Center
Ky. Center for School Safety
Murray State University

Watching
the Weather
- with Justin Holland
93 degrees recorded
on September 5.
••••
Justin Holland, official government weather observer for
Murray, reported that the high
temperature for the month was
93 degrees on September 5. The
low temperature for the month
was 48 degrees on September
23. Average temperatures for
the month were a high of 82
degrees which was normal and a
low of 61 degrees Which was
three degrees above normal.
Thunder was reported on
September 2 and 6. Fog was
observed on September 3 and
17. The highest wind gust
reported was 27 mph on
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger& Times
September 11.
Precipitation of 2.52 inches SCENE OF INDIAN SUMMER A monarch butterfly perches atop a fully-bloomed orange zinwas listed for the month. This nia flower recently as it takes in nectar at the Arboretum at Murray State University. The
was .48" September 1, .72" Murray area - which has continued to enjoy summer-like conditions since the arrival of fall - is
September 2,.35" September 6, expected to see cooler temperatures this weekend.
.92" September 11 and .05"
September 16. The normal precipitation for September is 3.74
es in Kobani in a desperate
inches.
attempt to repel the militants.
The weather outlook for
The fight for Kobani has raged
"The motion prepares the
From
Front
October calls for near normal
legal ground for possible inter- since mid-September, sending
temperatures and above normal across the frontier in recent ventions, but it is too early to over 160,000 Syrian Kurds
precipitation.
days, left Kurdish militiamen say what those interventions streaming across the Turkish
scrambling Thursday to repel will be," said Dogu Ergil, a pro- border in one of the worst
Islamic State extremists pushing fessor of political science and refugee crisis since the war
into the outskirts of the northern columnist for Today's Zeman began over three and a half
Syrian town of Kobani, also newspaper.
years ago.
known as Ayn Arab.
"We are preparing outsides for
Ergil said the motion could
Turkey,a NATO member with allow Iraqi Kurdish fighters, for street battles," Hasan said.
a large and modern military, has example to use Turkey's territo- "They still haven't entered
yet to define what role it intends ry to safely cross into Syria, to Kobani, but we are preparing
to play in the U.S.-led coalition help Syrian Kurdish forces ourselves."
against the Islamic State group. there, or the deployment of
Britain-based
Syrian
Parliament had previously coalition forces drones.
Observatory for Human Rights,
approved operations into Iraq
The motion comes as the an activist group tracking the
and Syria to attack Kurdish sep- Islamic State group moved clos- Syrian conflict, reported that the
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
aratists or to thwart threats from er into Kobani, right across the Islamic State group fighters
Kentucky Division of Forestry the Syrian regime. Thursday's border
from Turkey, despite were, in some cases, just "hun(KDF)is using noses and paws motion expands those powers to renewed U.S.-led airstrikes in dreds of meters (yards)" from
to catch arsonists as the fall address threats from the Islamic the area overnight, according to Kobani on its eastern and southwildfire season, which runs State militants who control a a senior fighter and activist. The east side. The militants were
large cross-border swath of Iraq United States has been bombing about a mile away on the southfrom Oct. 1 through Dec. 15,
and Syria, in some parts right up the Islamic State group across ern side of town.
gets underway.
to the Turkish border.
Syria since last week and in
In
a
statement,
the
Bloodhounds trained to invesAsked what measures Turkey neighboring Iraq since early Observatory said it had "real
tigate arson cases will be avail- would take after the motion was August.
fears" that the militants would
Ismet Sheikh Hasan. a senior storm Kobani and "butcher
able for forest fire cases for the approved, Defense Minister
first time. Through a partner- Ismet Yilmaz said: "don't expect fighter, said the Kurdish forces civilians remaining in the city."
any imaidiate steps."
were preparing for urban clashship with the Belt -County
Forestry Camp, multiple bloodhounds and handlers are now
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins. "If
available to assist KDF with
Independence didn't believe our
arson investigation.
was dealing with a couple who are community was going to continue to
From Front
The Division of Forestry will
moving here because they see grow and continue to prosper, we
also partner with the Kentucky' this with Jacob Reid (vice president Murray
as a place that is strong. This wouldn't be here today."
State Police (KSP) using KSP of Market Development)about a year today is a great opportunity to show"When you have banks establisharson investigators to assist in ago, I told him that this was the No. case that," said Murray-Calloway ing themselves in your community,
1 site for this bank to go, and he County Chamber of Commerce
investigation, interviewing and
that means we're fiscally sound,"
agreed," said Heidi Shultz, President & CEO Aaron Dail.'This
arrests of arsonists.
Independence president. "This is is about the culture established here said City of Murray Mayor Bill
Wells. -They are very communityForestry officials agree that absolutely one of the best locations and
the
investment
that
minded
in what they do."
vigorous investigation is the
we could've picked,and I'm looking Independence is making that they are
Showing
its community commitkey to catching arsonists, but forward to seeing this take shape with going to be in this community for a
ment,
Independence
also presented
Murray
State University in the back- long time."
community effort is needed if
Murray-based West KY Mentoring
ground. We are so excited to see this
"This
site
and
this
beautiful
buildarson is to be eliminated.
come to fruition."
ing that is going to be here is an indi- with a check for $25,000 in recogni"Everybody loses when wildIndependence has made its home cation that our community is healthy tion of the bank's partnership on sevland arsonists strike: families inside the University Shop shopping and growing," said Calloway County eral projects in the past several years.
can lose their homes, firefight- center along Chestnut Street since
ers are put at unnecessary risk, arriving in Murray. Completion of
taxpayers foot the bill for sup- the 12th Street site is expected to take
Murray Natural Gas
nine months,Shultz said.
wants to remind you to
pressing the fires and jobs are
be careful when you
With its marketing theme suroften eliminated when the for- rounding the idea of revolution(combegin your planting and
yard cleaning.
est resource is reduced." said
plete with the reading of a proclamaCall Kentucky 811 at 811
Leah W. MacSwords, director tion from an impersonator of famed
to have all utility lines
patriot
marked in the area in which
Benjamin
of the Division of Forestry. "To American
you will be digging.
bring arson to an end, we need Franklin),though,many local leaders
For more Information,
were promoting stability during
the entire community to get
call Murray Natural Gas
Thursday's ceremony.
at 270-762-0336.
involved."
"Before I came over here today, I
Kentucky has an arson hotline
so citizens can call to report forest arson. Suspected arsonists
should be reported by calling
the Target Arson Hotline at I 800-27-ARSON. Notifiers may
remain anonymous and may be
eligible for a cash reward of up
to $1,000 if the information
provided leads to the arrest and
indictment of an arsonist.

•Turkey OKs...

Fall Fire
Hazard
Season
underway

•Groundbreaking...

improved through various activities,
lessons and professional development. The concept of students connecting with school staff is essential
Be aware and prepare, October is for a learning environment. Treating
anti-bullying month in the state of others as one wants to be treated goes
Kentucky. Our schools have reported back to basic kindness and respect.
over 15.000 incidents of bullying this
Learning to step up and support others
last school year.
The Kentucky General Assembly who are in need can be as easy as
passed- Senate Bill 20 during this leaving an online tip. Students can be
year's legislative session. It declares a "Silent Hero" and help without getOctober as Anti-Bullying Awareness ting involved if they fear retaliation.
Month and is intended to highlight the The Kentucky Center for School
harmful consequences of bullying. In
Safety offers to partner with schools
this bill, the designation of a purple
and yellow support ribbon as the anti- and provide a "free" online reporting
bullying symbol started with a grass- tool, the STOP! TIPLINE. The tip
roots effort from Madison County line encourages students, parents or
Middle School students.
community members, who know of
Kentucky Center for School Safety
an unsafe situation in school (bullyencourages schools across the coming,
weapons, drugs or alcohol, etc.),
monwealth to merge this observance
anonymously
pass on that informato
with Kentucky Safe Schools Week
which is held the week of Oct. 19-25. tion to school personnel by using a
In an effort to have resources for this digital format. Check it out at
campaign ready for the whole month www.kycss.org/stop/resources.php
of October, Kentucky Center for
School Safety has introduced this In anticipation of Safe Schools Week
year's theme, "Lean On Me: STOP our website supplies a variety of
teaching aids including an online
the Bullying!"
This year's theme focuses on the "L.E.A.N. Pledge," PowerPoint preculture of the school and the interde- sentations, lessons, interactive webpendence of students and staff to
sites and much more. Resources will
make their school safe, warm and
welcoming. Within this overall cul- also be available for school administure students will be encouraged to trators, parents and community
support each other, connect with the involvement
at
staff and be diligent as they watch out www.kysafeschools.orgissw.php
for others in need. Fundamental to the
"LEAN On Me" concept is straight
from the song lyrics, "sometimes in
our lives we all have pain and we all
have sorrow" learning to depend on
fellow classmates, trust the adults at
school and to treat others well. This
"culture of kindness" will support the
subtitle of "STOP the Bullying" by
getting to the root of the problem
before episodes escalate.
During this week, all Kentuckians
will be urged to improve the safety of
our schools by educating students,
staff and community rnemberti about
current issues such as connectivity,
social well-being bullying,cyber-bullying, conflict and self-harm.
suet
FOR PROPERTY ALUATION
Connectivity in a welcoming school
,\DMINISTRATOR
environment can be nurtured and

Be Safe, Coll Before Digging
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Lorelta

Contact Loretta Jobs at

270-293-3626

2003 Azalea Drive
So much to come home to in the afternoon or after dark....It's time to make your move! Your new
lifestyle is waiting in this four bedroom,21/2 bath brick with formal dining plus outdoor living on
the screened porch and patio with a hot tub. This 2 story is located on a quiet street & a cul-de-sac
for your family's enjoyment!--- First Time on the Market ---
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301 North 12th Street • Murray, Kentucky
University Square
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PROOFS photography award recipients recognized
Special to Use Ledger
The Murray Art Guild's juried
photography
exhibition
PROOFS is on exhibit at the
Robert 0. Miller Center through
Monday,Oct. i 3. The exhibition
includes the work of 16 local
artists and showcases a variety
of approaches to contemporary
photography. Many images are
local and recognizable, others
from another culture. Some
images reflect the beauty of
nature; others are more disturbing and thought provoking.
Awards were presented at the
opening reception and went to
the following: third place juniors, Erin On; second place juniors. Casey Johnson; first place
juniors, Erin Orr; Honorable
mention - Tonda Thomas, Tina
Sexton
and
Melodie
Cunningham; third
place,
Phyllis Russell; second place,
Stephen Kleinatland and best of
show, Nancy Smith.
The Murray Art Guild is a
non-profit visual arts organization serving the MurrayCalloway County area. Located
at 500 North Fourth Street with
office hours of Tuesday through
Friday, 10 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.

DAR to meet Saturday
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will
meet Saturday, Oct.4,at 10 a.m. at the home of
Lindy Morris,7 Pleasant View Drive,Cedarling
Hills on Kentucky Lake. Members will gather
at 9:30 am. in the parking lot of First Baptist
Church to carpool.

Datebook

GOP to offer coffee Saturday
The GOP Headquarters,402 Main Street, will sponsor Coffee and
Conversations each Saturday morning in October at 9 am. Coffee
and donuts will be served.

Photo provided
Award recipients from the Murray Art Guild's PROOFS photography exhibit are pictured, from
left, Tina Sexton, honorable mention; Tonda Thomas, honorable mention; Nancy Smith, best
of show; Stephen Kleinatland, second place; Casey Johnson, second place juniors.
and Saturday 10 a.m. until 2
p.m.. the Guild offers an exhibition gallery, an art market and
studios. The Kentucky Arts

Special to the Ledger
registration is required.
The Calloway County Public
• Kid's Movie Afternoon Library will be offering the fol- Muppets
Most
Wanted,
lowing special events during Tuesday, Oct. 7, 2-4 p.m. Rated
fall break:
PG. running time 112 minutes.
• The Pirate of Bully Bay - Children 3-12 accompanied by
presented by Bright Star a parent, grandparent or careChildren's Theatre on Monday, giver 15 years of age or older.
Oct. 6, 2:30-3:30 p.m. This pro- Popcorn and soda provided.
gram is best appreciated by chil- Free of charge and no registradren from grades K-5. All chil- tion is required.
dren must be accompaniAlWk,- •1 Creepy Critters Program parent, grandparent, or caregiy- presented by Animal Tales on
er 15 years of age or older. The Wednesday. Oct. 8, 1-2 p.m.
program is free of charge and no This program is for children 312 accompanied by a parent,
grandparent or caregiver IS
years of age or older. The proJen & Randall Argo
gram is free of charge and no
Jenna & Seth Barrow
registration is required.
Kelsey & Jamie Bivens
Julie & Sam Browning
Kelly Butterworth & Chase Chrisman
Bethany & Nick Calhoon
Chelsee & Andrew Coles
The following are reminders
Stacie & Jason Crowell
of events that were recently
Racheal Dean & Joshua Stout
published in the Murray Ledger
Rebekah Dial & Zach Willis
& Times:
Kissa & Luke Dibble
Brittany Michelle Harpoles
Kayla & Dylan Driver
daughter of Sherry Harpole. of
Jen Fort & Chase Tillett
Farmington. and Justin Luke
Caitlin Garner & Ricky Francisco
Snyder,son of Mike and Teresa
Snyder of Calloway County.
Molly & Greg Goodman
will be married Saturday. Oct. 4,
Courtney Hale & Greg Holmes
2014 at 1 p.m. at Hope Harbor
Kathryn & Price Heppe
Church. Murray. All friends and
Kaysin & Jamie Higgins
relatives are invited to attend.
Peggy & William Higginson
Rachel Dismukes, daughter
Kelsey & Cole Hurt
of Sandy Butkovich and
Alesha & Michael James
Sumner Dismukes of St. Louis,
Jessica & Adam Jones
Missouri, and Joseph Kelly,
son of Jim and Joetta Kelly of
Holly & Casey Lamer
Murray. will be married at 4
Kayla & Sam Luker
p.m. Saturday. Oct. 4. 2014 at
Kayla & Jacob Lovett
Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin.
Elisabeth & Mason Lusk
All friends and relatives are
invited
to attend.
Roily & Justin Manor
Ashley & Sonny Milby
R
Canna Molampy & Dillon McCormick
.-1
flOfj.
Miranda & Jason Nesbitt

Baby Registry

Coen/

7?effilriciers

THEATRES
•

For movies & showtimes
Call theatre line at 753-8084
or calf our 24 hour info fine
at 753-3314.
On your computer or smartphone
g0 to the Cheri website at
tertrainoSissinmurray.com

Council, the state arts agency,
supports the Murray Art Guild
with state dollars and federal
funding from the National

Endowment for the Arts. For
more information on MAG
events and programs, go to
v.'ww.murrayartguild.org.

nyagen2enf
Gass and Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. David Willett, of Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Dustan
Gass,of Calera, Alabama,announce the engagement of their daughter. Brittany Marie Gass,to Austin Chandler Jackson. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Britt Bazzell of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Michael Haven of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Rule
and Edward and Jan Gass, all of Mayfield, and the great-granddaughter of Louise Smith of Farmington. She is a 2013 graduate of
Graves County High School and is attending West Kentucky.
Technical and Community College, Paducah. where she is pursuing
a degree in nursing. She is employed at Spring Creek Health Care,
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell
and Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Jackson, all of Murray. and the greatgrandson of Clysta Gene Rowland of Paducah. He graduated from
Calloway County High School in 2013 and is employed in Murray.
The wedding will be Wednesday. Oct. 8, 2014 at 6 p.m. at Mt.
Haven Missionary Baptist Church. 9087 Kentucky 58 East,
Mayfield, Kentucky.

Upcoming episodes
on Roundabout U
Special to the Ledger
The next episode of Roundabout U takes viewers to this year's Mr.
MSU pageant, a meeting with 2014's Outstanding Parents at Family
Weekend,a fun day for elementary school kids at the annual Fall on
the Farm, a Doggie Day Spa for pampered pets and much more.
College can be a tough adjustment for any student and that can be
amplified by a disability. Imagine coming to college without any
idea of what the campus looks like. Junior Chris Wright from
Nashville, Tenn., tells his story about what college is like for someone who was born blind
Even though classes have been in session for a little more than a
month, many students are missing family and friends. To help those
pangs of homesickness, Murray State invites moms,dads, brothers
and sisters to a special Family Weekend together on campus. As part
of the weekend, Murray State students had the opportunity to showcase their parents, with one family taking home the coveted
Outstanding Parents Award.
The 34th annual Mr. MSU pageant is back, and this year the contestants are showing their true colors — red, white and blue.
Roundabout U's Taylor Crum has the story.
Families from across the region enjoyed the fun and educational
activities at Fall on the Farm's 11th annual event at MSU's Pullen
Farm Complex.
Whenever humans feel stressed out or overwhelmed, they might
treat themselves to a day at the spa. At Murray State, the Pre-Vet
Club and animal health technology students believe that pooches
deserve a little pampering every now and then, too.
This episode of Roundabout U airs at various times Oct. 5-11. and
is broadcast on KET (Kentucky Educational Television). WSIL and
through local cable systems. Specific airing dates and times can be
found online at www.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U. a weekly, award-winning video magazine produced by Digital Media at Murray State University, is now in its
seventh season. Most recently, the show picked up an Award of
Excellence from Kentucky's CASE awards competition. Filmed in
high definition, the show highlights events throughout Kentucky
and the tri-state region.
Visit www.roundaboutu.com for up-to-date information and clips
from past episodes. Fans can also follow on Facebook and Twitter
for pictures, information and videos, and viewers can watch past
episodes on Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information, contact Shasta O'Neal in Digital Media at
270-809-2400 or by email at soneal@murraystate.edu or visit the
Roundabout U website at www.roundaboutu.com.
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In recognition of Breast Cancer Awareness Monti",there will be a
dinner Tuesday, Oct. 28, at 5 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club for all
breast cancer survivors. Brett Miles, chief radiation therapist at the
Regional Cancer Center and pastor of Northside Baptist Church,
will be the guest speaker. Reservations must be made by contacting
Angie at thehutchings3@gmail.com. For more information, call
270-227-1707.
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P.E.O. meeting set for Oct.4
The Philanthropic Educational Organization (P.E.O. sisterhood)
will meet on Saturday, Oct. 4, at 10 a.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church at 1601 Main St. Hostesses will be Patsy Chaney and Susie
Sams.

Music friends to meet Sunday
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday. Oct. 5,from 24 p.m. in the activity room of Emeritus at Murray Senior Living
Community. Anyone interested in learning to play or who enjoys
listening to music is invited to attend. For more information call Vel
Burkeen at 270-753-6979.

Choral Society rehearsal scheduled
The first rehearsal for the Murray Choral Society will be Monday.
Oct. 6, in room 314 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building on the
campus of Murray State University from 7-8:30 p.m. The Choral
Society, founded by Dr. Amy Aucoin, will be conducted by MSU
Director of Choral Activities, Dr. Bradley Almquist. Two holiday
performances are scheduled which include joining with the
Paducah Symphony Chorus, children's choruses and orchestra for
the Gala PSO Holiday Concert in the Carson Center on Saturday.
Dec. 13, and performing Dec. 6, at First Baptist Church with the
Town and Gown Community Band. New singers who are interested
should contact Dr. Almquist in the Murray State University'
Department of Music at 270-809-6448. Returning singers should
come to the first rehearsal.

Sunday school class of FBC to meet
The Be One Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
meet Tuesday. Oct. 7 at 9 a.m. in the church parking lot for lunch at
Reelfoot Lake.

CCFP Board meeting on Monday
The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will hold its
regular monthly meeting Monday.Oct.6,at 6 p.m. at the CCFR station at 101 East Sycamore. The public is invited to attend.

W.O.W.chapters plans dinner
Woodmen of the World Chapters 592 and 728 will meet Tuesday.
Oct. 7, at 5:30 p.m. at the W.O.W. Building on C.C. Lowry Drive.
Dinner will be provided.

Downtown Saturday Market to be held
The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of Murray's
court square on Saturday mornings. Vendors will be offering homegrown squash, onions, tomatoes, green beans, purple hull peas,
watermelon, pumpkins, gourds. and apples along with farm raised
meats, fresh bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry and
textiles. For vendor information, contact Deana Wright at Murray
Main Street, 270-759-9474.

Toolbox program to be presented
The McCracken County Master Gardeners Association will present nature photographer William Parmley at its October Toolbox on
Tuesday. Oct. 7, at 5 p.m. at the McCracken County Extension
Office, 2705 Olivet Church Road, Paducah. No advance registration is required.

Make A Difference Day to be Saturday The Murray-Calloway County community will host its 98th Make
A Difference Day,Saturday, Oct. 4,from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. at Roy
Stewart Stadium 'on the campus of Murray State University. Paper
and cardboard of all types will be collected. The Lions Club will
collect eyeglasses, the WATCH. Center will collect aluminum
cans, Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) will take cell
phones, West Kentucky Mentoring will have a bin for ink jet cartridges and J.U. Kevil will collect clothes. The Murray City Police
and the Calloway County Sheriff's Office will combine efforts to
take prescription drugs in their original container. Plastics,tins cans
and-glass will be gathered as well as bins provided for used motor
oil. Books will be recycled to benefit the Community Education
program. The Super Shredder will be on site to shred up to 50
pounds of confidential documents and the recycling of computers
and televisions will be offered.
MCCH retirees to meet
MWC board will meet Monday

Fall Wreaths• Pumpkins• Architectural Decor
Furniture• Advertising Relics & Much More! '

Annie

Breast cancer awareness dinner planned

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital retirees will meet
Monday,Oct. 6,at 11 am. at the Big Apple Café.

Al gravies resented in
Hi-Def Digital Profaction

"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12tb St.• Murray
75}7544,
sws.pisidrabbitnearray.cess

MWC Kappa Dept. to meet

The Kappa Department of the Murray
Martha
Finney Andrus, Woman's Club will meet Tuesday. Oct. 7 at
Community
6:30 pm. at the club house. Hostesses will be
editor
Martha Roberts and Jamie Helton. All members
are urged to attend and guests are welcome.

Fall Break events
scheduled at CCPL

Mandy & Hugh Rollins
Abigail & Shawn Spann
Heather & Kody Stevens
Sara & Michael Valenti
Kelly & Chase Venable
Whitni & Chris Walker
Angela West & Casey Dunaway
Jennifer Westphal & Michael Burgdolf

DATEBOOK

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday, Oct. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Judy Kelso, president, urges all board members to attend.

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet

Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold its regular Meeting
Tuesday, Oct. 7. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
„Jufersi9g.atz.
7 p.m. Master Jeff Kirks urges all master masons to
attend.
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1625 121 N Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

270-873-2900

Touch

Vitil Service Florist

www.afestivetouchflorist.com

third Street
Nlurra‘, K V 42071
270-753-2411
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Annie Lee Wyatt

Roy Gene Dunn

Annie Lee Wyatt,75,'of New Concord, Kentucky,died Monday,
Roy Gene Dunn.69,of Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday. Oct.
Sept.29,2014 at Nashville General Hospital, Nashville,Tennessee. 1.2014 at Baptist Health Hospital, Paducah, Kentucky.
Graveside services will be held at 11 am. Friday, Oct. 3,2014 at
He was born in Murray, Kentucky, on Nov. 11, 1944 to William
the New Concord Cemetery with Rev. David Cunningham officiatEverett Dunn and M.Falay McClure Dunn.
ing. Visitation will be after 9 am. Friday, Oct. 3. 2014 at BlalockHe had previously worked for Chuck's Music
Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Store for 20 years, was a framer bus driver for the
She was born April 15, 1939 in New Concord, Kentucky,to Toy
Calloway County school system and had recently
R. Lamb and Mabel Arnett Lamb.
retired as the maintenance director for the
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband.Johnny B.
Calloway County School Bus Garage. He was a
Wyatt; sons, Toy Lennis Wyatt and Michael W. Wyatt; and one
member of the Oak Grove Cumberland
brother, Charles William Lamb.
Presbyterian Church where he served as choir
Mrs. Wyatt is survived by her daughter, Debra Ann Wyatt of New
director, taught Sunday school and served as an
Concord; a son, Melvin Wyatt of New Concord and five grandchilelder. He was also a member of the Phi Mu Alpha
dren, Johnny Austin puffy, Mabel Ann Carrie Duffy, Amanda Dunn
Sinfonia Gamma Delta Chapter and was an Army
Michelle Duffy, Branclon Wyatt and Jesse Wyatt.
veteran, serving in the Vietnam era.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
He was preceded in death by his parents.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangeMr. Dunn is survived by his wife, Cecilia Faye
ments.
Cavitt Dunn of Murray, to whom he married Dec.
31, 1965 at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Howard Bucy
Presbyterian Church, Murray; two daughters,
Howard Bucy.74,of Almo. Kentucky, went to meet his Lord and Carole Downs and husband Terry of Murray and Christina Hamilton
Saviour on Wednesday. Oct. 1.2014 at Spring Creek Health Care. and husband Kevin of Martin, Tennessee; two brothers. Danny M.
He was born in Murray, Kentucky on May 30, 1940 to Kirby and Dunn of Murray and Nicky Dunn and wife Lucille of Lone Oak;
Gracie Bucy.
three grandchildren, Jennifer Dusenbury and husband Matt of
He was a carpenter for Adams Construction and Cains Cadiz,Kadin Hamilton and Cody Hamilton,both of Martin; and two
Construction for over 40 years. He was a member of Sinking Spring great-grandchildren,Preston and Paxton Dusenbury, both of Cadiz.
Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be Saturday,Oct.4,2014 at 10:30 a.m. at the
He was preceded in death by his parents and a brother, Don Bucy. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Stephen N. Guarneros and
Mr. Bucy is survived by his wife of53 years. Dianne Colson Bucy Rev. Randy Lowe officiating. Burial will follow in Murray
of Murray; daughters, Lisha Key and husband James "Jimbo" of Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be Friday,Oct. 3,2014 from 4:30
Murray; Shaun Workman and husband Greg of Murray; sisters, p.m.-9 p.m. at the funeral home.
Tonya Drennon of Puryear. Tennessee and Tena Rodden and husOnline condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralband Ray of Atlanta, Georgia; grandchildren, Kirby Waldrop,Gage home.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Workman, Whitney Workman, Jamie Key; two great-grandchildren, Hunter Key and Addyson Aguero and several nieces and
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
nephews.
Funeral services will be Saturday. Oct. 4. 2014 at 1 p.m. at the the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home with burial to follow at and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
Murray Memorial Gardens. Van Bucy, Donnye Bucy, Warren space.
Hopkins, Bobby Aguero,Gage Workman and Barry McDonald will
serve as pallbearers. Visitation will be Friday, Oct. 3,2014 from 58 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, do Gene Lockhart, 4185 Wiswell Road West,
Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
DALLAS(AP)- About 80 peo- patient or the patient's home.
The Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Hope and Crematory are in
ple are now being monitored for
Health officials are focusing on
charge of arrangements.
symptoms of Ebola in Texas, a containment to try to stem the possiDallas County Health and Human bility of the Ebola virus spreading
Services spokeswoman
said beyond Thomas Eric Duncan, who
Thursday.
traveled from Liberia to Dallas to
The people being monitored are visit relatives and fell ill on Sept. 24.
the 12 to 18 people who first came His sister, Mai Wureh, identified
HONG KONG (AP) - Shops at the growing income gap into contact with the infected man Duncan. as the infected man in an
in Hong Kong have closed and the between ordinary peCiple and a - which federal health officials interview with The Associated
have said include three members of Press.
local stock market has plunged but wealthy elite.
the
ambulance crew that took him to
A Dallas emergency room sent
protesters are gambling their agita"I hope that the Hong Kong peothe
plus
hospital.
a
handful
of
Duncan
home last week, even
tion for greater democracy will ple could understand that someschoolchildren -7 as well as others though he told a nurse that he had
pay off by preserving institutions times we need short-term disturthose initial people had contact with, been in disease-ravaged West Africa.
that made this former British bances to draw attention from the
spokeswoman Erildca Neroes said.
The decision by Texas Health
colony a profitable asset to China. government to solve some very
"The number,of people who are Presbyterian Hospital to release
The impact on Hong Kong's key serious, deep-seated problems
now part of the Contact investigation Duncan could have put others at risk
industries of finance and trade is with society," said Chan Kin-man,
has grown to more than 80," she ofexposure to Ebola before the man
limited so far. But economists , an organizer of the pro-democracy
said.
went back to the ER a couple ofdays
warn Hong Kong's appeal to glob- movement Occupy Central with
Neroes was unable to specify how later when his condition worsened.
al companies might erode if they Love and Peace,in an interview.
those initial 12 to 18 people came in
"that's how we're going to break
start to think protests will become
"Without a fair system,the elec- contact with the larger group, nor the
chain of transmission, and that's
more frequent - or if they end in tion system. I don't think we can could she provide specifics about the where our focus has
to be," Dr.Tom
a violent crackdown.
have long-term harmony," he said. ages of those being monitored. No Frieden, director of the Centers for
In the latest blow, mainland
Packed with skyscrapers and one is showing symptoms,she said, Disease Control and Prevention,
authorities on Wednesday sus- shopping malls, Hong Kong has and health officials have told them to said Wednesday.
pended group tours to Hong Kong, thrived as a trading port and.serv- monitor their own conditions in the
The patient explained to a nurse
cutting a critical source of revenue ice provider as China grew to coming weeks.
last Thursday that he was visiting the
to its growing travel industry.
become the world's No. 2 econoThe Texas Department of State U.S. from Africa, but that infomiaProtests erupted after the com- my. But that prosperity depends on Health Services said Thursday it has non was not widely shared,said Dr.
munist Beijing government. an independent, Western-style list ofabout 100 potential or possible Mark Leger,who works for the hosannounced candidates in the fug legal system and civil liberties contacts but that the official "con- pital's parent company.
direct election of the territory's Beijing promised to preserve tract tracing number will be lower,"
Hospital epidemiologist Dr.
chief executive in 2017 would through 2047.
department spokeswoman Carrie Edward Goodman said the patient
This territory of 7 million serves Williams said in a statement. The had a fever and abdominal pain durhave to be approved by a panel
dominated by ,business leaders as a jumping-off point for main- statement did not say specifically ing his first ER visit, not the riskier
land companies,' many of them
allied with the mainland.
when the official number will be symptoms of vomiting and diarrhea.
That fueled unease Hong Kong state-owned, to do business in released,but that the current figure is Duncan was diagnosed with a lowis losing its special status despite a global markets.The strong reputa- due to caution and includes people risk infection and sent home,Lester
promise of a "high degree of tion of its regulatory and legal sys- who had brief encounters with the said.
autonomy" when the colony tems have helped them raise bilreturned to Chinese sovereignty in lions of dollars through its stock
1997. Protesters also are frustrated market from foreign investors.

Texas Ebola monitoring
now beyond initial contacts

Hong Kong protests hit
city's role as finance hub
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WASHINGTON(AP)- One lesson from Julia Pierson's short tenure
as director ofthe agency that protects
the first family The Secret Service
can't keep secrets from the president.
Pierson's undoing was not telling
the president about a Sept. 16 incident in Atlanta in which President
Barack °barna rode an elevator with
an aimed security: contractor dunng
a visit to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, two White
House officials said. The anned contractor's proximity to Obama violated the agency's security protocols.
Homeland Security Secretary' Jeh
Johnson as well as Mama appeared
unaware of the full extent of the
Atlanta incident and the Sept. 19
security breach in which a man
armed with a knife jumped the
White House fence and entered the
building. Johnson, whose department oversees the Secret Service,
was the driving force behind
Pierson's resignation Wednesday,the
officials said.
Since taking office last year
Johnson had made it clear he wouldn't tolerate even a whiff of scandal.
He had repeatedly expressed concern about the Secret Service perfomiance in the wake of the White
House intruder, said the officials,
who weren't authorized to discuss
the issue by name and requested
anonymity.
"In light of recent and accumulating reports about the agency,I think
legitimate questions were raised at least they were in the mind of both
the secretary and the president," said
White House spokesman Josh

Earnest
The White House learned about
the Atlanta incident Just before
details of the encounter were published by two newspapers. In a meeting with Johnson. Pierson offered
her resignation without being asked,
but Obama had already told aides he
thought she should go.
Pierson did not respond to a telephone message from The Associated
Press seeking comment. In an interview with Bloomberg News, she
said she felt leaving the agency "was
the noble thing to do" and her departure "would take pressure off the
organization."
"Congress has lost confidence in
my ability to run the agency," she
said. 'The media has made it clear
that this is what they expected."
The first clear sign of Pierson's
impending fate came Tuesday while
she faced questions about the Sept.
19 breach from members of the
House Ovasight and Government
Reform Committee.
She told lawmakers she could not
explain why the agency issued conflicting statements on whether the
accused intruder was armed - court
records say he had a 3-inch serrated
folding knife - and how far into the
building he got.Omar Gonzalez was
arrested and accused of running into
the East Room, well beyond the
unlocked front door he was believed
to have entered.
"I wish to God you protected the
White House like you protected your
reputation here today," Democratic
Rep. Stephen Lynch told Pierson at
the hearing.
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EPISCOP,AL
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Campus Ministry to Students of AISU
S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
JOHN'
ST.
1871 Locust Grove Road
1508 Chestnut Street
West Main Street
1620
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7:00 P.M
ip 10:30 a.m
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worsh
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
ICFS
In
(IRIS II \ St IF\(F Si
INDEPENDENT
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
906 Main Street
TIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
CHRIS
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
South 16th Street
1201
Sunday School 10:30 a.m., Worship 10:30
p 10-30 are
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Children's Sun, School 11:00 a.m.. Worshi

I \ I IS IS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.

ASSENIBLIES OF(;01)
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00

CHURCH OF CHRIST

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.: Worship 11:00

11.‘PTIST

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Old Almo Road • Almo
Si.,nday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
rd
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444) • New Conco
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
889 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CH
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHUR
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
& 5:30 p.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.. 11:00 a.m.
CH
CHUR
ST
BAPTI
FLINT
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:45
ST
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTI
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00
HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
a.m.
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30
& 6:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00, 9:15. 10:30 a.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.

UNITED METHODIST
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
5671 Crossland Road
ip 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.; Worsh

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
ip 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worsh
SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00
THE SPRING - EL MANANTIAL
Tropics)
901 B Coldwater Road (behind the
nglish)
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.(Spanish/E
a.m. (Sp)
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.(Eng) & 10:30
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00
ST
WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTI
5179 Hwy. 121 North
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00

KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Klrksey
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30

C VI1101.1('

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
ip 10:15 a.m.
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worsh

T
UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIS
801 North 12th Street
Sunday BMW Classes 9:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 5:00
T
WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIS
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00

I

OF I.‘ITER-Dt) s‘i\ is
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:10 a.m.

1477454-8748
WPM.WKTELFCCIWCOPOP

FITTS BLOCK
CO.
READY MIX Conc
rete
Building Blocks & Ready Mix
270-753-3540
East Main Street

Cunningham
Auto Repair +
gip
3
()pen Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5
619 S. 4th St.• 270-753-6831
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FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:30

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
p.m.
Worship 9:30 a.m. & 2nd,s4th Sun. at 6.00

MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
600 p.m.
Sun. Worship 11:00 a.m & lsti3rd Sun. at

NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLD WATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00

CH
NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHUR
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
(,4)I)
1.0("11
PI:MI-4'0Si %I

DIST
COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHO
1449 Coles Campground Road
a.m.
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.; Worship 8:50

CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
11:00 a.m.
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
a.m.
Sunday Worship 845 a.m. & 11:00

PRESB1 T11(1 Vs.

DIST
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHO
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sun. School 10:00 a.m., Worship 11:00 a.m.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sun. Worship 10:45 am Sun. School 9.30 am

GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Stella
a.m.
Sun School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 9:00

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
am
Sun. School 10:00 am Sun. Worship 11:00

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
am
Sun. School 10:00 am Sun. Worship 11:00

INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
a.m.
Sun. School 10:00 a.m : Worship 11:00
KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sun School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

10(
Discount
with Church
Bulletin

:2;0=11
11
It's Gotta Be D's.
WELLNESS CENTER

1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 Sal.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11.00 aim & 6)00

NIFTHontsT

ANIMA L', ' HEALTH

Office Technology Specialists

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00

IMMANUEL:LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

r Shop In Murray
The Oldest Independent Repai
ear-,r ht. a
/
i24
Vordfaircievet 144(a kirlaie

1002 Cuba Rd.
Mayfield, KY
Mon -Fr). 8-5:30
Sat. 8-4

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00

LUTHERAN

T
NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIS
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Blble Study 9:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00
T
CHRIS
OF
CH
CHUR
Y
VALLE
PLEASANT
51 Oakcrest Drive
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00
T
CHRIS
OF
CH
CHUR
UNION GROVE
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00

1101.11-SI

PENTECOSTAI,

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 are.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

T
NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIS
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

lit

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.;

JEHOVAH'S 1VITNESS

T
WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIS
7793 State Route 94 West
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
a.m.
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m. & 11:00

DIST
TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHO
3878 Aimo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
ip 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worsh

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
p.m.
Sunda Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00

LIFE COMMUNITY CHURCH
Building)
North 4th & CC Lowry(WOW
& 11:00 a.m.
a.m.
9:30
s
ience
Exper
y
Sunda

METHODIST
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
229 Rowlett Trail
Worship 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.:

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30

ST
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTI
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
ip 6:00 p.m.
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worsh

T
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIS
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 910 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am. & 6:00

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
Dexter
2356 Palestine Church Road •
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship 10.45 am. &

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:60

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DIST
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHO
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.;

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
a.m.
Sun. School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00

T
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIS
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
& 6:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m.

D METHODIST
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITE
1619 Marlin Chapel Road
Worship 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.:

ER
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENT
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday PraiseVorship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST
OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTI
2447 Old Salem Road
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.: Worship

ODIST
LYNN GROVE UNITED METH
37 Browns Grove Road
Worship 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:00 am .

Murray

270-753-9383

UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 cm. & 6:30 p.m.

_

-1 FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH1
-7
203 South 4th Street • Nlurray
270-753-1854 • ‘i ww.fbcmurray.org

Larisa Bierds, DVM
Open 8 00-5 00
Monday-Saturday
24 HR. EMERGENCY

ei'acNef)
111.641111011110 270-753-4830
2477 Stab Routs 94 East • Murray

VoRZE

Murray's Favorite Steakhouse!
Glendale Rood

D&tv Lie
GSrisilan Zookiore
m Corner of 5th & Main • Court Square
CED
270-753-1622
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Various Churches have released information concerning their worship services for the coming weekad as follows:
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: The Rev.
April Watson, pastor, will speak at the 11 Ian, worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Evangelist Tim Allred, Mayfield, will
speak on Oct. 5 starting a seven Sunday series of sermons on the
book of John. Services are atll a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and 6:30
p.m. Wednesday. Eastwood Baptist: Worship services will be held at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7 p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday
School will be at 10 am. The church is at 2191 Kentucky 94 E.,
Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little, pastor, will speak at both the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: A worship service will
be held at 11 a.m. at the church, 2674 *Magness Road. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin Trebing, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m. For
more information call 270-761-4815.
Higher Praise Worship Center: The pastor is E.F. Cleve.
Morning worship is at 10:30 a.m. and evening worship is at 6 p.m.
Williams Chapel Church of Christ: Sunday morning worship
service is at 10 a.m. Sunday Bible study is at 9 a.m. the church is
located west of Murray in the Lynn Grove community, 7793
Kentucky 94W.
Kirksey United Methodist Church: David Allbritten, pastor,
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. Their website is www.kirkseyumc.org. For more information call (270)489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist Church: Robert McKinney, pastor,
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m. For a ride to church,call Jimmy Burkeen
at 270-227-6373.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church: Rob 'son, pastor, will speak at
the 8:45 a.m. and 11 a.m, worship services. The church is located at
749 Poplar Springs Drive.
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church: Sunday School will be
at 9 a.m. Worship service lead by Rev. Samantha Hall will be at 9:30
a.m. The church is located just off Kentucky 94 W. in the Lynn
Grove community at 37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish
Mass will be at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses will begin at 8
a.m. and 11 a.m.
Bethany Baptist Church: Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Pastor David Cunningham will lead morning worship at 11 a.m. The
church is located at 232 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist Church: Mark Dillon is
the pastor. Sunday worship service is at 11 a.m. Sunday School is at
10 a.m., Sunday evening worship is at 6 p.m., and Wednesday night
services are at 6:30 p.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church: Ronnie Burkeen is
the pastor. For more information or a ride call 270- 753-7060, 270753-3949 or 270-227-1566.
Goshen United Methodist: Ronnie Hutson will Speak at the II
a.m. worship service. Special music will be by the choir,"My Song
of Praise." Sunday night Bible Study and youth activities for both
Goshen and Kirksey United Methodist will meet at Kirksey United
Methodist Church at 6 p.m. Rev. David Allbritten is the pastor.
Glendale Road Church of Christ: Jason Hart will speak at the 9
a.m. worship service on "The Selfie Life." Hart will also speak at
the 6 p.m. service.
Memorial Baptist: Martin Severns will speak at the 8:30 a.m. and
10:50 a.m. services. Special music will be from worship leader
Ryan Thornton and the Praise Team. Evening worship will be at 6
p.m
First United Methodist: Rev. Rick C. Dye will speak at the 8:45
a.m. and II a.m. services on "Proper Priorities, Please!" with scripture from Philippians 3:4b-14. Sunday School will be at 9:50 a.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church: Rev. Gregory Puckett, associate
Minister of Greater Hope, will speak at the II a.m. service. The

chuch is located at 711 River Road,South Fourth Street.
West Fork Baptist: Rev. Randy Kuykendall, Pastor, will continue his study of the "Ten Commandments" at the II a.m. worship
service with scripture from Exodus 20. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and the evening service is at 6 p.m. Wednesday prayer service
is at 7 p.m. Kenneth Greer is Minister of Music. The church is
located on Kentucky 121 North at Stella.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. Renee Meyer, pastor, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 9:30 am.
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis, pastor, will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service. Pastor Matt Ellis will also speak at the 6 p.m. worship service.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: Eugene Nichols will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. service on "Proper Focus" with scripture
from Philippians 3:4b-14. Special music will be "Each Step I Take."
Life Community Church: Meets at the Woodden of the World
building, C.C. Lowry Drive. The worship leader is Gary McClure
and Chuck Houston is the pastor who will speak on "Struggles" at
9:30 a.m. and II a.m. LifeGroups meet throughout the week. For
more information, www.LifeCC.Me.
Grace Baptist: Rev. Jim Simmons, interim pastor, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service on "When God Says,'ENOUGH!"
with scripture from Proverbs 29:1 and at the 6 p.m. worship service
on "Seven Things Second-Milers Know," with scripture from
Matthew 5:38-41. Special music will be by Bonnie Foster at the
morning service. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: John Denham, pastor, will be speak at the
11 a.m: worship service on "Evidence That Demands a Verdict."
with scripture from James 4. He will also speak at the 6 p.m. worship service. Special music will be by Jena Flood, Tammy
Thompson, Jessica Hiter and Lucas Morton. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. AWANA Missions will Sunday meetat 5:30.
First Baptist: Keith Inman will speak at the 8:30 a.m. and II a.m.
services on "The Amazing Journey of Grace," with scripture from
Galatians. A deacon ordination service will be at 5:30 p.m.
University students and young adults' worship service will be at 7
p.m. in the University Sunday School building, across from the
sanctuary. Bible study will be at 9:45 a.m.
Friendship Church of Christ: Charles Taylor will speak at the II
am. service on "Not Alone," with scripture from John 14. He will
also speak at the 5 p.m. service on "Lawlessness," from Romans 8.
Northside Baptist Church: Pastor Brett. Miles will speak at the
10 a.m. worship service on "What Are You In Love With Right
Now?" with scripture from Revelation 3:1-11. Miles will speak at
the 6 p.m. service on "The School of Hard Knocks,: with scripture
from Genesis 29-30. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ: Mackie Gallimore, minister, will speak
at the 9:50 a.m. service. Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker Wilson will speak at 11 a.m. service.
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church: Rev. Tim Escue,
pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Adult Sunday
School is at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will speak at the
9:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will
speak at the worship service at 11 a.m. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Calvary Templfentecostal: Pastor Darrell Young will speak at
the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday evening worship begins at 6:30
p.m. Bible study and youth services meet Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple is located on US 641 South of Murray.
First Christian (Disciples): Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin, pastor, will
speak at the 10:15 a.m. worship service on "World Communion
Sunday," with scripture from Matthew 22:1-4.
University Church of Christ: Charley Bazzell will speak at the
10 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church: Pastor Brad Burns will speak at the
10 a.m. worship service, continuing the series "Serve...Its Not
Optional." Sunday school begins at 9 a.rn. and Sunday evening worship is at 6 p.m. Wednesday service includes a meal for all children

through 12th grade from 5:45-6:30 p.m. Classes begin at 6:30 p.m..
Hazel United Methodist Church: Jim Stahler will speak at the
9:45 a.m. worship service on "Art We Talking About Grape Juice
or Accepting Christ?" Special music will be by Mr. Kenneth
McClarty. April Arnold is the pastor.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church: Jim Stabler will
speak at the II a.m. service on "Are We Talking about Grape Juice
or Accepting Christ'?" Special music will be provided by the Choir
of Mason's Chapel. April Arnold is the pastor.

In our

CHURCHES
Fish Fry at Salem Baptist of Lynn Grove
Salem Baptist Church of Lynn Grove is having its annual fish fry
Saturday, Oct. 4 at 6 p.m. Kailey Starks and Band will perform. A
love offering will be accepted. Everyone is welcome.

Family reunion at Sugar Creek Baptist
Descendents of Elon and "Brownie" Jones Armstrong will meet
for a family reunion at Spring Creek Baptist Church Saturday, Oct.
4. Glen Armstrong will speak at the 10,a.m. service on Sunday. Oct.
5.

Marketplace 29 AD.is back
Marketplace 29 A.D. will take place beginning Monday. Oct. 6
through Thursday. Oct. 9, from 8:30 a.m. until noon and Friday,
Oct. 10, from 5:30-7:30 p.m. The alley just south of Maple Street
will be transformed into a first-century marketplace and will happen during the schools' Fall Break. Trade shops, storytellers,
Synagogue school and tents for the tribes will give school-aged
children a chance to learn about Jesus and his culture. This event is
for ages 5-12 years. Registration is now open and can be found at
www.marketplacemurray.com. If anyone wants to become involved
in Marketplace 29 A.D., contact Jan Seargent at jsgt4murrayky.net or call 270-227-2857.

Old Salem Cemetery Donation meeting
The Old Salem Cemetery Donation Meeting Day will be
Saturday. Oct. 4, from 10 a.m. until noon at the cemetery on Old
Salem Road. Donations will be accepted during these hours.
Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Stan Downs, 1385 A.B. Lassiter Road,
Murray, KY 42071. For more information, call Judy Evans at 270753-1718.

Blessing of the Animals at St. John's
The community is invited to the annual Blessing of the Animals
which will be celebrated for the 17th time in the Memorial Gardens
of St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620W. Main Street: Sunday, Oct.
5, at 4 p.m. This event commemorates the Feast Day of St. Francis
of Assisi, 12th century saint of animals., Alt pets are welcome and
past participants have included dogs,cats. reptiles, chickens, birds,
rabbits, goldfish, hamsters and more. It is asked that pets come on
leashes or in cages to receive individual blessings from Father Matt
Bradley, rector of St. John's and if your animal does not like to travel or is shy, please bring a photo to be blessed. Following the service, refreshments for both pets and their people will be served in the
Memorial Garden.

Lawsuits
Question: We seem to have a lot of lawsuits
in America today. While some of these may be
necessary, many of them seem unnecessary.
What would Jesus say about this matter?
Answer: In our country, the legal right to sue
originated to insure that individual rights are
justly protected from abuse by those who would
take unfair advantage of others. Unfortunately,
many lawsuits we hear about today seem to be
What Would more about getting a large financial settlement
than about justice. The right to sue was not
Jesus Do? designed
to enrich us because of a loss we may
By Richard
suffered.
have
Youngblood,
On one occasion, Jesus was asked to serve as
Minister of
an arbitrator by a man who wanted Jesus to tell
University
Church of
his bother that their inheritance should be dividChrist
,
ed. Jesus refused to get involved, saying: "Man
who appointed me a judge or an arbiter between you?" He then proceeded to give a warning against all kinds of greed, saying: "A
man's life does not consist in the abundance of his possessions"
(Luke 12:13ff). In these situations, the example and words of Jesus
are very appropriate. However. the Bible does have other things to
say about lawsuits.
For example, the apostle Paul strongly admonished Christian
believers not to take disputes with one another before unbelieving
judges of the public law courts. Instead, they should find Christian
believers among them who are wise enough to judge their disputes
(1 Corinthians 6:1-8). Paul also thought that a believer going to law
against another believer in front of unbelievers was shameful; and
he said:"The very fact that you have lawsuits among you means you
have been completely defeated already. Why not rather be wronged?
Why not rather be cheated?"(1 Corinthians 6:7). Paul's instructions
applied to disputes between believers over matters like a property
line or an inheritance. However,there are other principles that need

to be considered when a person violates the law of the land.
In the Sermon on the Mount. Jesus suggests other principles for
dealing with any problem, legal or civil, among believers or
between believers and unbeliever. He taught that people of the
Kingdom of God should always seek to settle any dispute with an
adversary outside of court first and avoid any possible legal consequences (Matthew 5:25-26). Later, in a series of hyperbolic statements Jesus said,"And if someone wants to sue you and take your
tunic, let him have your cloak as well"(Matthew 5:40). While we
do not need to take this statement in the most literal way since it is
a kind of overstatement for the purpose of emphasis, his instructions
at this point do provide an important principle. Jesus wants his followers to be more concerned about peace, patience, kindness, forgiveness and love than about their personal rights.
Should we conclude from the above that Christian believers
should never go to court against someone? No, there may be times
when we need to use the public legal system. After all, God
ordained our civil government for the purpose of protecting that
which is good and right(Romans 13:1-7). However,any legal action
on the part of a Christian against another person should be determined case by case and only out of concern for the good of others,
not for the enrichment of self. Titus 3:1-2 gives a good summary
statement of the spirit that should prevail,"Remind the people to be
subject to rulers and authorities, to be obedient, to be ready to do
whatever is good, to slander no one, to be peaceable and considerate, and to show true humility toward all men." This statement well
expresses the Spirit of Jesus for Christians in all situations they may
confront in life, whether with fellow-believers or with unbelievers in
the world. To act otherwise can bring shame upon the name of the
Lord we claim to follow.
(Send questions or comments to University Church of Christ,
801 N.12th,Murray,KY 42071 or phone 270-753-1881. This article is reproduced bn the web: www.nchristorg I
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OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4TH
From 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
4th St.
0".Trosiimmifiabk,300
Hazel, KY

$109,900
270-752-471,2
Completely remodeled home. Featuring 3 bedrooms and 1 1/2 baths,
high end gallery series appliances,fresh paint, updated flooring, spacious
rooms,above ground heated pool with huge wrap around deck. This property is located on a corner lot and has 2 outbuildings(or excellent storage.
Stop by to see this beautiful move in ready property. MIS.78292
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Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
.
y General Assembly
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentuck
Fiscal Court will hold a
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the Calloway County
the Calloway County Judicial
Public Hearing on ()ctober 21, 2014 at 500 p.m in
ng proposed 2014 tax rates on
Building, 312 North 4th Street, Murray, KY regardi
comments from the public
real property. The purpose of the hearing is to receive

Prr

tion:

following informa
As required by the State law, this notice includes the

Revenue
Emaxastil

Tax Rate per $100
Assessed Value
ii Preceding Year Real Property Tax
Rate and Revenue Expected

1250

$2,196,533

(2) Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

1280

$2,304,899

13, Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

1240

82,232,861

the general fund
The Calloway County Fiscal Court proposes to exceed
Additional revenues, if any,
compensating tax rate to levying a tax rate of $.1280
e health insurance, increases
will be used to offset the increase in cost of employe
safety costs due to City of
in employee retirement costs, and increases in public
Murray alcohol sales.
RED PUBLICATION OF
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUI
N CONTAINED HEREIN.
THE ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATIO
Larry Elkins
County Judge/Executive
NOW TAKING BIDS

Bids start at $3000
, we reserve the right to refuse all bids)
OCTOBER 4th
G&C Storage will offer
for sale units 37 and 48
for nonpayment
900 am 119 Main
270-753-6266
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Extra Farm INCOME
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Deer income exceeds timber income 400%
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Insurance Agent / CSR
FSB Insurance Inc. in Pans. TN is seeking
qualified insurance Customer Service
Representative / CSR. Insurance expenence
preferred but not necessary
We are looking for individuals with customer
service expenence in servicing and cross selling
existing clients in their Auto, Home & other
Personal, Commercial insurance needs
Motivated individuals who are willing to learn and
advance with high level of communication skills to
service clients and cross sell other product

1 yr.--$145.00
Virlw

Staff Accountant (Murray, KY)
for
Growing accounting firm has immediate opening
two
a Staff Accountant. Ideal applicant would have
audit.
to three years' experience in governmental
preparing federal, state, local and special tax
.
returns. Bachelor Degree in Accounting required
ng on
Full benefits and competitive salary dependi
experience.
Please send resumes to:
cpaaccountingfimt@outlook.com
State Registered Nursing Assistants
Spnng Creek Health Care Facility located in
Murray, KY has openings on all shifts for
Kentucky State Registered Nursing Assistants.
Shift
There are full time positions with benefits.
d
weeken
and
3rd
2nd,
on
le
availab
is
m
premiu
shifts. If you are interested in applying please
visit our website at www.murrayhospitatorg
EOE

All Shifts

Name
1
1 St. Address
1
City

I
Zip

1 State
I
Daytime Ph.
1
to.
Mail this coupon with payment

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

We offer excellent salary, based on expenence
and knowledge along with employee benefits,
paid vacations, holidays, etc
E-mail resumes to receptionistafsbins com
umber Licensed

Construction Workers
ing
Robinson Construction Company is accept
form
for
s
resume
and
tions
applica
carpenters, rod busters, concrete finishers,
structural welders, iron workers, millwrights,
pipefitters, pipe welders, operators, crane
operators, field engineers,foreman and
superintendents for heavy industrial work.
MSHA training is helpful but not required.
E0E. Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
or email resumes to:
kcissell robinsonconstruction.com

intelligent dependable, dedicated
& energetic Individuals needed to work In a
Skilled Rehabilitation & Long Term Care Facility.
• Group Health insurance
• Sick Leave Pay
m
Employee Stock Ownership Progra
•
ns
• Paid Vacatio
ent
Reirem
•401-K
• Paid Holidays

8am.& 4 p.m. Hon.-Fri.
Appidationd to be filktagjuswn bilween
800 Volunteer Dr.
EOE
Paris,TN

Paris Health Cams

Help Wanted

Noble Homes For Rant

DISCLAIMER

mobile
2BR
Nice
home No pets. 270753-9866

Help Wailed

Help Wanted

Lake Barkley State Resort Pa*
Kentucky Department of Parks
US-KY-Trigg
Job Description:This is a fulthme position which
performs ioumeyman plumber duties such as
installing and removing plumbing lines, pipes and
fixtures. Alters existing plumbing systems
Repairs and replaces leaking lines, faucets and
plumbing equipment. Installs plumbing lines and
s
valves to boilers and heating equipment. Inspect
lines, fixtures and equipment to determine repairs.
Read bluepnnts and specifications. Operates
plumbing tools and equipment. Maintains records
.
and reports Performs other duties as required

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Some Travel Required
Salary Range: Pay Grade 10 (MIN-MID) $12 345
to $16 355 hour at 37.5 hour work week
The Commonwealth of Kentucky does not discrimi
nate on the basis of race, color, religion, national
origin, sex, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, ancestry or veteran status
Reasonable accommodations are provided upon
request.
may
Applicants and employees in this classification
backbe required to submit to a drug screen and
ground check.
Applicants should submit applications by:
Applications are for a runtime position
Complete applications online at
https://careers ky goy/Pages/default aspx
For more information or assistance contact John
Jordan or Shanna Spurlock at 1-800-325-1708
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/D

Ask about our
DireiNCLOIL
SpecitilS

4109.
3bdrm, 2bth in nice
subdivision 1800 Valley
Dr. Apt. B $750.00 rent
deposit.
$750.00
Call/text 270-753-8242
email:
rickmanconstruction
live.com

`ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 753-

Additional requirements: Must maintain license
of
as a Journeyman plumber for the length
employment in this lob title
HThol
http://www Irc state ky usiKRS/318-00/CHAPTER

WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. hiring
non and
degree
positions
degree
Background
check/drug screen.
3380 St Rt 121 North
Murray 270-767-1543

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.

Went to Buy

Minimum requirement Experience: None

Blvd, Murray.

320
Apartments For Rent

for
RECEPTIONIST
.
Fro9t Desk
Must be professional,
organized and have
excellent communication and phone skills.
Prior experience with
office work and schedpreferred.
is
uling
Applications available
at: Serval' Pest Control
939 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071

JOB REQUIREMENTS'
Minimum requirement Education: Must be
licensed as a iourneyman plumber by the
Department of Housing, Buildings and
Construction

SALES/CLERICAL.
Paint, decorating retail.
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
and flooring sales
experience preferred.
Apply 1204 Johnson

280

060

060

060

RNs,LPN;
& Nursing
Assistants

6 ma ----MN

Money Order

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR:

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN

Thank you for your business'

PARIS
HEALTH
CARE

Subscribefor all your honetoon football action! I

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
"Eyeglasses
Murray
"Contacts
759-2500
"Eye Disease
morrayeyecare.com

Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Excellent Benefits Package:
•Competitive Pay
•Health, Dental, Vision &
Supplemental
•Nine Paid Holidays
•401k
•Vacation

GET INTO %

yecare pecia ties

Residential &

who want to work in a fast paced
environment. Candidates must
possess assertiveness, initiative,
and have the ability to multi-task,
pay special attention to detail, and
be able to perform shift work.

Kelp Wanted

1 month - S125
3 months - S110 each month
6 months - S100 each month

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

MVP Group is looking for individuals

MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
or Mayfield Career Center
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield. KY 42066

Run in our Business Directory everyday in the Murray Ledger & Times'

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

OA TECHS TEAM LEADS MAINTENANCE TECH
IT SPECIALIST FRAGRANCE SPECIALIST

Papa Smurf
Storage

11 \'s\

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

INC

112 Industrial Drive, Mayfield, KY 42066

Wright Farms

(ex: $30 x 100 acres = $3000 annually)
no property too small

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

This is a full time positions with a
fast growing company. Please send
resume to one of the following:

020

October 1st - October 15th 4 close
2006 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 V8
Regular Cab LS, 2 wheel drive
151,/40 miles, white with bed cover
No power door locks.

Now Hiring

DESIGN
WEBSITE
ER/EDITORfull time, telecommuting position available
irnmediatel,y.
Experience in HTML
and CSS
necessary. Must have
excellent communications and people skills
Established, local company with a large client
base E-mail resumes
to shawn0kytake. net
KeeFORCE is seeking
Computer
a
Technician. For details
of position please visit
www.keeforce.corrt/car
eers.php

Very nice
Appliances
N
port.
References
Coleman R
9898

3633

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drire
TDD 1 -800-545- I 833 est 283
Thu- tounninon I., an elp.:6
pp.Arndnul prrA
and enninirn,

NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
Nice 2BR apartment in
quiet area. Central air
and gas heat $575
month with deposit and
lease.
years
References required
270-759-1087

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 270-436-5235
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
Articles
For Sale
Straw $3.50/ bale
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352
Washer and dryer
270-753-4109
1'

Appliances

Nice, Large. Duplex
2BR, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
furUPSTAIRS
utilities
nished1BR,
included, washer and
dryer included, smoke
free, no pets. Outside
terrace & entry.1 occupant. Between Benton
& Murray 270-527-

Skimp
A&F VVar
Near MSI
753Gi
STORA
PRO
119 E
(270) 7
Cell: (270
9 a.m. - 4
J&L
MINI-S'
720 S.
Corner 01121
10X10's
(270)4
PREI
MINIST
*Inside dm
stor
*Security
•Safe
•We sel
•We rent
753-1

774
ROOM"
640s.
&Ho
Multipieel
in every Lk
lightkx

Pets .1
DOG
glendhenm
(270)436-2i
Publ

AUSTIN
Set
All type!
Bent(
270-7C

murray tedp
Housinp
All real estate
is ,ublect to
ti(usuig Act.
illegal to ad'.'
ence linatatic
bon based oi
glom ,es. ban
tus or nation:
non to make
once., limitati
non
State laws, for
n the sale, re
it real estate
addition to
under feclbel
We will kno
advertising fi
1 not in viol:
,
persons are
that all dwell
available on
nity basis

For further
Mousing At
merits, cont
Rene P Mila

1

Lot

UTILITYE
$9,500
270-753-

25 acres
ots for
Road. 1
641 inte
748-7701

Bedro,
River
SBG
Pro
2

9395

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605f South

gth St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic.
Queen $19500
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
Homes For Sale
2BR. and Lot
$12,900
270-753-6012

VERY rte.4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Houses For Rent
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
3br home in county
with additional motherin-law suite. Detached
garage Outside pets
$1000/mo
possible
Coleman RE 270-7539898

2007
1100
miles r
dlebagr
windsh
cortclitii
Call G
270-75

us
14
St

Cal

& Times

Mousse fee Real

1

2BR, 18A
house
Location 912 coldwater
rd 270-753-2225 ask
for Debtne Mack.

Fri. 10 un.
Fn. 9 Lin.
Von. 9 in.
Non. 12 p.m.
Tut 1p.rrt.
*e12 p.m.
TV 12 p.m.

38R furnished lake
home
No
pets
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

our

1927

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

ORY1

720 S. 4Th ST.
Corner

iry every Times'

nonth
nonth

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control

storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500
eyecare.com

Sunbury Cir.
leunipie sizes.
In every unit,
lighting. newly
remodeled.

Homes For Rent
mobile
2BR
No pets. 2706

Pets &Supplies

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
c270)436-2858

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate
Murray Ledger 6, Limes Fat

R from $375
70-753-8556
5 Duiguid Orbe
-800-54.5-111211 ext 283
insIMMon

zn eyEA:6

yrceumalpr.(dr
,

apartment in
I
$550 00/mo
eposit all utilities
ed.
92-8211
2BR apartment in
area Central air
gas heat $575
with deposit and
lease
rences required
759-1087
Large, Duplex.
1.5BA, large utiliith W/D, garage,
/mo. $725/dep.
Grove 270-227NOW LEASING
& 3bedroom Apts
e accept Section
8 vouchers
ly at Mur-Cal Apts
2 Northwood Dr
Monday,
ednesday, Friday.
hone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO $711
STAIRS
furhed1BR, utilities
uded, washer and
er included, smoke
no pets Outside
ace & entry 1 occut.
Benton
Murray 270-527-

Houses For Rent

or 3BR Houses
mse & Deposit
squired
'0-753-4109
cholsentcom
roperties

Dr home in county
ith additional mother-law suite. Detached
crags Outside pets
S1000/mo
oleman RE 270-753-

398

Duck Boat and Trarle
Or sale $2000,
270-293-7032

1-270-978-1204
All carpentry construction, additions, remodel, water damage
mobile home repair
270-753-0353
Larry Ntmmo
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
LicJIns. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

de. 1010.811
PP•pil

1

113111
.ote For Sale

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012
11111Ausige

25 acres or 3 to 5 acre
ots for sale. Gran
Road. 1.5 miles from
641 intersection 270748-7708

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

2007 Yamaha V-Star
1100 128 original
miles. new battery-saddlebags
windshield. Excellent
$5000.00
condition
Call Gary after 5.00
270-753-1126
Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14. 15, 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

MULTI FAMILY YARD SALE
West Grove Drive 94 West

YARD SALE
2016 Carol

Saturday 7am-?

Fri & Sat
7am-?

Children toys, girl clothes size 3-4,
tools, biscuit cutter, Star electric
scooter, misc antiques.
Something for everyone.

No Ear y Sales!
3 PARTY YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

515 Whitnell

1210 Peggy Ann

260 Wells
Purdom

Fri & Sat
8am-3pm

Sat 8am-?
Kerasine heater,
tools, many
Christmas and
household items,
books.

BIG YARD SALE
Go 641 South 3 miles to Tom
Taylor. Turn right go 1 mile. Turn
right on Martin Chapel Rd. 2nd
house on right.

Baby clothes,
boys clothes,
adult, household
Items.
Priced to sell!

YARD SALE
809 Bagwell
Sat 8am-Noon
Girl nursery bedding
access, baby
Items, name brand
toddler girl & wornens clothes, scrubs
(med-XL), jigsaw
puzzles, misc Items.

&

Saturday
Toys, tools, clothes, bikes, Christmas
decor and lots of other items.

4 PARTY YARD SALE

GREAT STUFF GARAGE SALE

1801
Gatesborough

90 Edinborough Drive West

Fri & Sat
Friday & Saturday 7am-?
8:30am-3pm

MULTI FAMILY

LAWN CARE

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

LANDSCAPING

1205
Kirkwood

270-293-4020
arty Daddy

Top Sod

Saturday
8am-?
E verything
for $1!!!

*Collins, Silk, Loam

2 4
Answer to previous our:*

1

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured
(270)489-2839
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• week!) &
pi..kup
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Baby clothes. boys 4-8, sheets, throws, clocks,
wood shelves. bar, lamps, coffee table, end tables,
tv, 2 boys bikes (nice), PS2, 25 games. carsests,
nice kids shoes, adults, paint, table 8 chairs,
strawberry dishes, cannister set, strawberry material, massager, craftsman trimmer, bean bags,
motorcycle helmet (nice), frog comforter & set, picture frames, children books, bamboo couch.

MINI
STORAGE
11.114---atiiiii111
All Size Units 11

2417 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Ave

5 6
Difficult) Lewl ****
530
Somas Offing!

Greg Mansfield

1111.0
- 1
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Greet Hometown Service
L,
or

..ur

s;ate

money out 01

'sec

12701 293-8480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PA V/NG
Seal coating & stn;
•Ls,virtsecHrtsurozi
40 los experience

(270)759-0501

David's Home
Improvement

tic

Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S Tree and

Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

HOUSEKEEPER available-Murray area

*References available
*Flexible schedule
*Reasonable pnces
*Experienced
Please call 270-6273190
SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
painting and general
labor No lob too small.
270-227-9484

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Oct. 4, 2014:
This year your creativity surges to an unprecedented level. Others
will notice this and seek you out to brainstorm and find the right
answers or solutions. If you are single, you might funnel some of
this energy into your love life. You also could be quite content dating and not want to commit just yet. If you are attached, the two of
you often act like two naughty kids with a mischievous mission in
mind. Refuse to become difficult when your sweetie challenges you
or has a different opinion. AQUARIUS knows how to draw you into
his or her world.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Emphasize what you want. Join your fnends as soon as you
can; they'll want you to appear as quickly as possible. People see
you as a pathway to more excitement. You are an endless source of
creative ideas. Tonight: Emphasize the importance of friendship.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might not feel as if you have a choice when it comes to
your plans, but you do. It' just that the potential for someone's
strong reaction could have you worried. Any flak you receive will be
irrelevant compared to the fun you're likely to have. Tonight: In the
limelight.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Keep reaching out to someone you care about. You might
wonder why this person is being so elusive. Perhaps he or she is just
too busy to really kick back and have a chat right now. Tonight: Let
a loved one express his or her feelings.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** A loved one or dear friend will invite you to join him or her.
Tap into your ability to understand what is going on. Appreciate that
this person trusts you so much and is willing to be so vulnerable.
Tonight: Invite someone to join you for a leisurely dinner.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Defer to someone else. Your creativity and dynamic energy
will attract an unusual amount of admirers as well as a lot of invitations. You could be quite content. Confirm meeting times and places
with others. Tonight: Laugh at a misunderstanding.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Get into a project, and decide not to hold back. Screen calls
and focus on carrying it to completion; you will feel great once you
are done. Don't worry; you will find plenty to do. Resist withdrawing
completely from a loved one. Tonight: If you feel tired, say so.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your sense of humor merges with your mischievousness.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential

lames C.6allimere
WWW GECMURRAY.COM

Before you know it, you are off having a good time. You have a quality of always making the best of any situation, and others will reach
out to you as a result. Tonight: Be as clear as possible.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might be raining on your own parade and placing the
blame on others. Your sense of humor won't be able to help you right
now. Accept the fact that you need some downtime and perhaps a
conversation with a key person. Tonight: Hang close to home.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to reconsider a decision involving someone

GARLAND
RENTAL

McCUISTON

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your financial instincts will be right-on. Follow them, especial-

R 0 OFING
Repidt c'.#71011t .10(1

"If yOU've got it we OR store If
all your storage convenience

Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity. and 24(7 Surveillance

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
Al) sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Zach 270-873-7700

Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
Q701193-8686

10,03

(270) 759-0890

Serving
West Kentucky

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair

•••:

753-3853

Over 28 Years
Experience

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & bwured

5 6
37
28

1.•••••••,14
,
... •••

Will Do Insurance Work
Vsat MasterCard Accepted

Saturday 7am-4pm

7.2 5.4 6
3 1 4 9 7 8,
9 5 6 2-1 3
2 8 3 4,5 7
6 9 7 3,8 1
8 5 4 1 69 2
1 4 2 8 7.3 9
4_,.1 69 8,2_ 5_
9 7 35 1 6 4

25
47
96
5 2

1

Water Damaged Floors

573 Wiswell Road off Doran

9. 1 ,3-8

6
8
1
4

7 3

ON BEA

Hill Appliance
Repair
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

76

53

Le
-5Y Irie county has
270-227-2193
270-753-9075

34 Om congers the same number only once The caliculty sever
or the Corcepas Sufloku ncreases Irons Morey to Sunday
t)eve Green

Sat 8am-?

CLEAN CUT

MULCHING

ISsniostu

C

sudoeu *1 numbeiosong pose lased on a 9E9 gm wen
several green nutters The cepa•to Owe IND nunimrs I 10
9 is ins empty squires so net out row, ewe counn oral awn

Christmas trees,

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
ESTATE SAL E

Furniture,
household.
collectibles, scout
memorabilia, tree
dogs, misc.

SUDOKU

cw"n
co„octbie
"
nts'aul4
.6
"
gm.n
.
queen size comforter,
mons, furniture, lamps,
costume iewelry,
lawnmowet, glassware,
much more.

Large desk, desk chair, comforter set,
cookbooks, kitchen accessories, home
decor, jewelry, jewelry display Items,
toys, men & women clothing size 4, 6 &
8, lots of size 6.5-7 shoes

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

riday, October 3, 2014 • 9

Garage and Yard Sale Directory

Bedroom set, misc
furniture, patio set.
marble vanity top,
matehal, yam, books.
purses. coats, )ewelry,
clocks, fireplace tools,
tools, glassware, toys.

Act Notice
DRYWALL & painting
All real estate advertised herein no job too big or
suMect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it small Handyman servillegal to advertise any prefer- ices as well Free estience, limitation Of discnmination based on race color, reli- mates Call Logan at
gion. sex. handicap, tanulial sta- 270-293-0404
tus or national ongm, or intention to make any such preferFRAME'S
ences, limitations or discnminahon
TREE
State law., forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
SERVICE
of real estate based on factors in
&Maim to those protected & DEBRIS REMOVAL
under fedbal law
•Lirensnd R Incurnri
Viie will knowingly accept arts
advertising tor real estate which
is riot in violation of the Law All
Ron Frame
persons are hereby informed
(270) 227-3140
that all dwellings advertised are
(270) 474-0323
as ailabie on an equal opportunal basis
hr further assistance with Fair
FUTRELL'S
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
TREE SERVICE
Rene P %lam,17P31648-l000

RY rice, 4BR, 2BA,

310

1989 F-700 Ford Truck
270-753-8555
270-227-4450

Housing

5

ly remodeled. New
pliances & fixtures
oughout Coleman
al Estate 270-75398

I

Call Kevin at

nconstruction
corn
sex Downs
partments
R from $345

ytycks

Free estimates

2bth in nice
sion 1800 Valley
B $750.00 rent
•0
deposit.
xt 270-753-8242

way Gardens

I

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

lay!

2br apts near
wn
Murray
and deposit
d
270-753-

121S. & Glendale.

10X10's & 10,15's
(270)436-2524

ialties

ts For Rent

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Davsi 270-227-1106
Al Stogies Hand Narkd

KENTUCKYLAKE
REMODEUNG.COM
'Home improvements
•Bath J Kitchen
Drywall. Painting.
Plumbing, Floonng. Decks
-Insured 'Sr Discount
•Free Estimates
.Member OfAngels List

270-436-5959

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

TRAVIS
ANIMAL
Pas ing-Sealcoating
Striping
;ra.el-Dirt-Sand
It liNV I It NA,.

-Handyman Services
•Yarcl Work
'Gutters Cleaned
*tome Repairs

270-293-4256

Gary 270-227-0420

Ranmoore
Electric, LLC

bombs!

Residential
Commercial
Service Ca/ZS
270-227-2445

in your daily life. If you want to make amends, the time is now. You
could be taken aback by this person's sudden willingness to have a
long-overdue conversation. Tonight: At a favorite spot with favorite
people.

ly if you want to buy a lottery ticket or get a gift for someone. You
also might be taken aback by another person's extravagance, emotional or financial. Tonight: Make sure you are staying within your
budget.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your friendliness draws quite a few people toward you. in
fact, you might be overwhelmed. Choose your words with care,
especially if you are saying 'no to a request. Someone'could make
more of your statement than you had intended. Tonight: Be impulsive.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your inner voice will point you in the right direction. Someone
could react strongly at first, and you might have to explain where you
are coming from. Do not let a misunderstanding develop.
Incorporate your sense of humor. Tonight: Be discreet!

BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter Shontelle (1985), race car driver Sarah Fisher
(1980), actress Susan Sarandon (1946)

Ask about our
Display ad
specials

Send Us
Your Photos!

for all your
advertising
needs.

753-1916

SMALL BUSINESS
TI e Backbone Of America

r

1x1 $75 per month

1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Chelsea or Nick!
We'll be
glad to help!

.••

When you submit photographs for
our "Scene in the Community" page,
please include the event, the date, place,
organization or group, as well as the
name of everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number of photographs will
appear because of space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published. No photo
over 2 months old will be accepted.
Digital pilot=
Submit in a JPEG format to
composing@murrayledger.com
Print photos
May be dropped off at the Ledger
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071
•

•
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UMW lock
Goshen United Methodist Church
Tee years age
have its Sesquicentennial
will
the
y
was
ng
Kentuck
Improvi
theme of the Murray's Woman's Celebration on Oct. 7.
"Sophisticated Ladies" wil be the
Club's political forum. Pictured is
US. Senate candidate Dr. Daniel theme of the, annual style show
Mongiardo, State Representative sponsored by the Music Department
and of the Murray Woman's Club.
Buddy
Buckingham
Fashions will be from Lad &
Republican Melvin Henley.
Dolls,
&
Guys
The Murray High and Calloway Lassie,
programs Mademoiselle Shop, Youth Center,
County
volleyball
squared off for the championship of J.C. Penney's, Dennison-Hunt,
the Paducah Tilghman Invitational Bright's, The Cherry Branch,
Dor-Mae
and the Lady Tigers came away vic- Buckingham-Ray,
Fashions, Corn-Austin, Littleton's
torious.
Sen. Bob Jackson is to lead the and The Place. Shown with some of
Murray State University homecom- the fashions to be modeled from
ing parade. He is pictured with his The Cherry Branch are Pat Miller,
wife Karen, also an MSU graduate, Marilyn Adkins and Trisha Drake.
Forty years ago
and his two children. Nolan, 13 and
Kentucky Lieutenant Governor
Muriel, 10.
A banquet honoring Dr. W.J. Julian Carroll will deliver the
Pitman, professor emeritus of biolo- keynote address at the 90th annual
gy, will be held in the Regional meeting of the First District
Education Association at Murray
Special Events Center on Oct. 8
State University.
ago
years
Twenty
The Palestine United Methodist
The Calloway County Animal
l celShelter has taken on a new look that Church will hold its centennia
includes placing animals in outdoor ebration on Oct.6
Lynn Rogers, Steve Sammons,
pens for easier accessibility. New
n,i
director Marilyn Arcoli is pictured John McCage, Dale Thomaso
with shelter workers Darla Speed, Danny Alexander, Billy Walker and
Wendell Pace are officers of the
Jackie Blythe and Donna Hayes.
at
The Second Annual New Car, Morning Chapter of V1CA
Truck and Van Show will be at the Murray Vocational School.
Fifty years ago
West Kentucky Expo Center, Oct.6
The Melodi Trio, composed of
through Oct. 8. It is sponsored by
and Mike
the Murray New Car Dealers Dianne West, Don Oliver
Jones, won first place in the vocal
Association and Bank of Murray.
at
Laurie Jo Parker, a teen leader of division of the talent contest held
the Westwood 4-H Club, recently the Second Annual Banana Festival
attended the state-wide conference in Fulton.
The construction of West View
at the Kentucky Leadership 4-H
Nursing Home is nearing compleCenter at Lake Cumberland.
will be
Pictured are Megan Rogers, tion and the opening day
Laurie Jo Parker, Leslie Steely, soon.
Sixty years ago
Melody Parker, Sarah Johnson and
J.H. Walston, Robert Hendon,
Miriam Rogers as they model in the
ld
Area 4-1-4 Fashion Revue in Alvis Jones and Ray Brownfie
of the
officers
as
elected
were
Paducah.
Calloway County Agricultural
Thirty years ago
Kindergarten students Joe David Council.
Elected as officers of the
Rayburn and Shane Wilkerson of
n Circle Junior Grove No.
Woodme
are
ry
North Calloway Elementa
Edwards,
shown trying on firefighting outfits 8 were Norma Dean
Patricia Cole,
Curd,
Jean
Norma
are
es
classmat
their
and
they
while
Churchill,
given a tour of the local fire station Ann Charlton, Annette
Gordon
by Fireman Engineer Ron Barnett. Linda Willoughby, Virginia
Debbie and Virginia Weatherly.
are
teachers
Their
Emstberger and Suzanne Schroader.

Dad's other woman causes
stress throughout family
DEAR ABBY: My father is family, recognize that you probdating a woman who is not only ably can't have one without the
my ex-boyfriend's mother, but also other. That will mean seeing your
the woman he cheated on my father far less than you would
mother with and left her for. I like, and away from your husdon't want to be around her and band and children -- if at all.
have told my father this, but he Under no circumstances should you
doesn't accept or respect my feel- allow your father to destroy your
ings. Being around them causes marriage as he did his own.
•••••
stress on my
DEAR ABBY: I was wondermarriage
because my ing if you could help me out with
husband a co-worker who is constantly on
doesn't want her phone Four, five, sometimes
to be around eight times a day she is making
her either, and and accepting personal calls. Its
we don't want very distracting to the rest of the
around office. When she's not at her desk,
her
it's then my responsibility to cover
our children.
is for her.
This
I would like to find a polite
so
causing
much stress way to say "these phone calls can
that at times be made after hours." I do NOT
By Abigail
I'm afraid it want to ruffle any feathers. Any
Van Buren
could end our advice would be greatly appreciTALK
marriage. When I try to talk to ated. -- TOO CHICKEN TO
DEAR TOO CHICKEN: The
Dad about this, he acts like there
calls
is no reason for me to be uncom- company's policy on personal
should be
fortable and blames my husband during business hours
k.
for these feelings. It's like he a part of the employee handboo
to
brought
be
should
it
isn't,
it
If
is
there
that
completely denies
r or
any way I could feel the way I the attention of your employe
included
do, even though she has brought supervisor so it can be
updated.
is
k
handboo
the
when
my
into
y
negativit
but
nothing
Ideally, the person to speak to
life.
your co-worker about this would
I don't know what to do. I
calls
want to still have a relationship be your boss. Because these
employother
the
ng
distracti
are
with my dad, but my marriage
be made
comes before this. How can I ees, your boss should
can deal
she
or
he
so
it
of
aware
MIDDLE
THE
IN
-both?
keep
it.
with
IN PENSACOLA
•••••
DEAR IN THE MIDDLE:
READERS:
JEWISH
MY
TO
acknowlto
refuses
father
Your
Yom Kip,
sundown
at
Tonight
he
edge your feelings because
of the Jewsees you only as an extension of pur, the holiest day
It's a day
himself. Your opinions "surely" ish calendar, begins.
and
prayer
n,
reflectio
fasting,
of
they
if
and
own,
must match his
you, may
don't, then they must have been repentance. To all of
one.
planted there by someone else. In your fast be an easy
friend
lady
his
his mind, he and
Dear Abby is written by Abihave done nothing wrong, so how
known as
could you possibly object? That gail Van Buren, also
foundwas
and
Phillips,
Jeanne
compass
moral
a
have
you could
Pauline
that points in a different direc- ed by her mother,
PhWips. Contact Dear Abby at
tion is not on his radar.
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
on
insists
dad
your
Because
CA 90069.
imposing this woman on your 69440, Los Angeles,

Dear Abby

By the Associated Press
Today is Friday, Oct. 3, the
276th day of 2014. There are 89
days left in the year. The Jewish
Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur.
begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 3, 1944, during World
War II. U.S. Army troops cracked
the Siegfried Line north of Aachen,
Germany.
. On this date:
In 1789, President Oeolie
Washington declared NoV',16,
1789, a day of Thanksgiving to
express gratitude for the creation

of the United States of Amenca. the world."
In 1954, the family comedy
In 1863, President Abraham
Knows Best," formerly an
"Father
Thurslast
the
Lincoln proclaimed
NBC radio show, premiered on
day in November Thanksgiving
CBS-TV with Robert Young reprisDay.
ing his role of Jim Anderson.
Felton,
L.
In 1922, Rebecca
In 1962, astronaut Wally Schirra
D-Ga., became the first woman
n to fly
to be appointed to the U.S. Sen- became the fifth America
from
off
blasted
he
as
space
in
servup
ended
ate.(however, she
Cape Canaveral aboard the Sigma
ing only a day).
In 1951, the New York Giants 7 on a 9-hour flight.
In 1974, Frank Robinson was
captured the National .t.eague penbaseball's first
nant by a score of 54 is Bobby named major league
was placed
Thomson hit a three-run homer black manager as he
d IndiClevelan
the
of
charge
in
Ralph
Dodgers'
Brooklyn
off the
Branca in the "shot heard 'round ans.
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note or anger. Stressful situations
DEAR DOCTOR K: My mothtrigger shouting. cursing or
can
er has Alzheimer's disease. What
hitting.
should I expect in the coming
At this stage, people with
years?
r's can still manage many
Alzheime
DEAR READER: It's imposbasic activities of daily living.
how
exactly
predict
sible to
But they can no longer live indeAlzheimer's disease will affect
pendently.
dissomeone. Symptoms of the
-- Stage 4. In this stage, you'll
they
quickly
how
and
ease,
dramatic changes. Language
see
perfrom
widely
progress,can vary
drop sharply. Memory
skills
person.
son to
becomes profound. A
In some peo- impairment
only bits and
ple, for rea- person remembers
her past.
or
his
of
pieces
don't
we
sons
People become less withdrawn,
understand,
behavior
the disease but they often develop
progresses and emotional problems, including delusions and hallucinations.
very slowly.
However Sleep disturbances and wandering
rapidly are also common.
By this stage, the person will
Alzheimer's
toidisease pro- likely require help to bathe,
it let, dress and eat.
gresses,
By
-- Stage 5. This stage has been
generally
Dr. Anthony
in called "the long goodbye." There
unfolds
Komarotf
seems to be very little left of the
five stages:
"self." Motor skills decline
-- Stage I. Memory problems person's
the person can no longer
begin. The person may misplace until
up, chew and swallow
valuable objects. Their perform- walk, sit
bladder and bowel
control
or
food,
situaance at work or in social
ts. As the brain shuts
tions begins to suffer. They may movemen
person becomes unrehave more trouble expressing their down, the
into a coma and
lapses
,
sponsive
thoughts.
Personality changes also begin. finally dies.
I am sorry to paint such a
A person may become withdrawn,
picture, but unfortunately
bleak
irrid,
depresse
apathetic, moody,
today we have no . way of pretable or anxious.
treating this terrible
-- Stage 2. Memory problems venting or
, there is reason
However
disease.
difbe
may
It
are more obvious.
will become
ficult for someone with Alzheimer's to hope that the picture
future. In the past
to follow conversations. The per- brighter in the
s have begun
son may have difficulty recalling 20 years, scientist
wrong with
goes
what
unravel
to
of
current events or even bits
of the brain in
information from their own lives. the chemistry
cautiously optiDepression often becomes promi- Alzheimer's. I am
ge will
knowled
this
that
mistic
t
nent. Reasoning and judgmen
lead to true breakthroughs.
skills are impaired.
But like the pace of the dis-- Stage 3. Memory can flucitself, the pace of our grow,
ease
Peotuate daily or even hourly.
hard to predict.
ple sometimes forget major events ing knowledge is
but I think
decades,
take
may
It
are
they
Often
lives.
in their
major
make
will
research
medical
time
the
unaware of the date or
gives litof year. Their conversations may advances. I know that
who must
become disjointed and veer off tle comfort to people
illness today.
terrible
this
with
deal
track.
You may see episodes of para-
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we all had the problem of objects on the front
LONGER-LAST1NG
falling down where they can't be seen or
seats
RS
FLOWE
The solution: I went to the dollar store and
found?
fresh
Dear Heloise: I love
scaled-down cat-litter trays. I slid them
two
flowers, and I buy a small bou- got
two front seats. (Heloise here: Please
the
under
now
store
grocery
the
quet at
NG under the driver's side seat
ANYTHI
put
don't
how
and then. You wrote about
and become a safety hazforward
slide
could
you keep them LASTING A that
perfectly and hold all our stuff right
fit
They
ard.)
your
share
Please
TIME.
LONG
where we can find it when sliding the trays out
hints. — Barbara in Texas
the back seat. — D.E. in Virginia
from
Happy to, and they do make
N CALL
CURTAI
I
what
is
Here
too!
happy,
me
Dear Relate: I have glass shower doors that
do.
are a pain to clean because of .str., hard-water
Cut off an inch or so of the stem at an aUk.
residue. Here is a hint I learned from tny sister: A
bel6w
be
will
that
foliage
and
Remove all leaves
plastic shower curtain and extra rod solved
cheap,
the waterline.
I hung them just inside the doors.
problem.
the
Do leave (very bad pun) intact the leaves that
a shower, I pull the shower curtain
taking
When
like
act
leaves
Those
.
waterline
will be above the
closed, and it keeps the doors from getting splashed
sponges and soak up the fresh water.
with water. I put it into the washer once in a while,
Don't place in direct sunlight or near a heat
I buy a cheap, plastic liner. — C.W., via email
or
etc.
7'V,
a
of
top
not on
source
AGAIN
USE
when
or
days
Do change the water every few
Dear Helobe: I often have a napkin or paper
it gets yucky! Re-cut the stem so the flower can
towel that has been partially used but is not realdrink up more fresh water.
ly dirty. I hate to waste them, so I put them in an
the
in
roses
of
Sometimes, I put a small vase
tissue box under the sink. They are perfect
empty
refrigerator at night to prolong the life. Remember,
for wiping up a small floor spill, and especially for
florists keep fresh flowers in a "cool" room, and
wiping that grease out of the skillet rather than
so should you. — Heloise
pouring it into a container. — Linda in Colorado
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Springs, Cob.
Heloise
SAVINGS
SOUP
P.O. Box 795000
Dear Mollie: I love making stews and soups,
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
but meat really can be expensive. To help keep
Fax: I-210-HELOISE
down but still make the soup hearty, I add
costs
.com
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise
instead of more meat. — Jan in Illinois
beans
TRAVEL HINT
had
have
I
idea
best
the
is
This
Dear Heloise:
(c)20I4 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
in years for organizing space in a car. I always
and
had problems with maps, travel guides, tissues
other objects you travel with staying orderly. Haven't

by
Hobbs

Crosswords
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I REMEMBER A
HAPPY FISHBOWL

WHERE HAVE ALL.
THE MEMORIES GONE?

I REMEMBER A
FRISKY LITTLE FISH
(

L5 THIS
A COUNTRY
SONG?

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
25
27
28
30
33
34
36
37
39
40
41
43
44
45
48

Pitch
Pon-au-Prince's nation
Spotted horse
Held title to
Big musical group
Complete
One, for Juan
Providing great detail
Canine command
Hit show initials
Slugger Williams
Reverb
Marina sight
Ring setting
Tell tales
Concur
Band boosters
Army address
Sphere
Puppy sound
Highway cop
—Lanka
Home
Part player
Bacon, for one
Even though
Perfect places
Oxford features
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I FETCHED 114AT
STUPID TENNIS 0AU.
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I KNEW I
511OULDN'T
DONE IT_
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50 WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN I WAKE VP
FliatA NN NAP

31
32
33
35
38
42

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
17
22
24
26
28
29
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11

12

13

14

Better half
Alfresco meal
Madonna song
Seine summer
Yoga position
Ember
Illegally off base
Van Morrison song
Social service
Did nothing
Be a snoop
Crew need
Langley ofil•
Starts business again
Cot alternative
Before, to Byron
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may be brighter in the future
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PREP VOI I FYBALL

Royal
Flush
LADY TIGERS
MOVE TO 7-1 IN
DISTRICT PLAY;
SECURE TOP SEED

MousTAKAs'
HR IN 11TH
PUTS ROYALS
PAST ANGELS
By GREG BEACHAM
AP Sports Writer

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Mike
Moustakas homered leading off the
11th inning, and the Kansas City
Royals kept rolling in their first postseason in 29 years with a 3-2 victory
over the Los Angeles Angels in their
AL Division Series opener Thursday
night.
Moustakas hit the first extra-inning
homer in postseason history for the
Royals, a high shot off Fernando Salas
that barely reached the elevated rightfield stands at Angel Stadium.
Alcides- Escobar had an early RBI
double for the Royals,and their bullpen
repeatedly escaped trouble in Kansas
City's first game since that spectacular,
12-inning comeback victory over
Oakland in the wild-card playoff
Tuesday night at Kauffman Stadium.
"This is unbelievable. Having a lot of
fun in our first postseason. It's just been
awesome so far," Moustakas said.
Game 2 in the best-of-five series is
Friday night at the Big A. with Angels
16-game winner Matt Shoemaker taking on fellow rookie Yordano Ventura.
Chris lannetta and David Freese
homered earkrin the Angels'-first -playoff game sii
2009, but the majors'
most productive offense stranded eight
runners in the five innings before Greg
Holland's perfect 11th.
•See ROYALS, 12

Looking to cinch the district on
Tuesday against Marshall County, the
Murray Lady Tigers stumbled - falling
in three straight sets in Draffenville.
Turns out they didn't want to make
the same mistake twice.
Maddie Waldrop had 13 kills,
Madison Cohoon had 22 assists, Aisha
Fields had 23 digs, Alexandra Page had
eight kills and nine digs and Elysse
Gandy shined in place of Bethany
Armstrong with six kills and two
blocks, as Murray (22-7) went on to
drop Christian Fellowship (13-10) 2519,25-21,25-15 Thursday night in Bob
Rogers Gymnasium.
For the Lady Tigers, the victory
moved them to 7-1 in the district - their
lone miscue coming on Tuesday against
Marshall - and locked them into the no.
1 seed entering the district tournament.
Coming into Thursday's game, head
coach Clare Boggess and her team
knew what was on the line - a berth at
no. 1, and an undefeated home streak
for the season.
After a setback at Marshall County,
Boggess said the team had to adjust and
regroup, especially with critical volleyball renaaining on the schedule.
"We talked about how we need to
keep the ball off of the tape," she said.
"That was part of the problem Tuesday.
We passed the ball too close to the net,
and Maddie Cohoon was back row and
there was not a whole lot she could do.
"The hitters that Marshall has, they're
going to shove it right down your
throat."
Murray and the Lady Eagles resorted
to some throat-smashing themselves in
the early goings of the first set. Tied 7•See MURRAY VB, 12

PREP SOCCER

Lakers, Lady
Lakers each
suffer 'Ls'
Thursday

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Lady Tiger Maddie Waldrop (21) goes up for a kill with Emily Coons (25) and Maddie Cohoon (13) waiting
to rebound a potential block from CFS. Waldrop finished with 13 kills, two service aces, five blocks and
eight digs on the contest.

PREP GIRLS SOCCER: MARSHALL COUNTY 4, MURRAY 1

Second verse

Looking to gain a game in the district.
the Calloway County Lakers (9-6)
instead fell to Marshall County 4-0
Thursday night in Draffenville, while
the Calloway County Lady Lakers (69) were held in check by the Mustangs
of McCracken County 7-1 at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex.
Marshall County's David Penney
picked up the hat trick against
Calloway County, with the Marshals
scoring twice in each half.
"Marshall pressured us all over the
field and we couldn't maintain any possession," added head coach Brandon
Morris."This led to our defense getting
attacked throughout the match and we
were unable to prevent goals."
McCracken County's Maddye Rice
made herself known against the Lady
Lakers Thursday night, also earning a
hat trick and notching an assist in the 7I grounding in Murray.
"We had a chance to bury them early
and just didn't care enough to di4 it,"
head coach Mark Kennedy said about
the contest. "We just had four days off
to get our legs under us with two fairly
light days of training before
(Thursday)."
Maddie Balmer was the lone goal fo
the Lady Lakers, who couldn't capitalize on scoring chances to force the
Lady Mustangs into tough situations.
The Calloway County Lakers have
two home games remaining on the
schedule - Oct. 4 at 11 a.m. against
Cpristian County and Oct. 7 at 7:30
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger 8 Times
p.m. against Paducah Tilghman.
The Lady Lakers play one final regu- Murray's Kennedy Jones (8) looks for a shot against Marshall County late Thursday
lar season game Oct. 7 at Caldwell night at the Mallory France Soccer Field. Jones would score In the 24th minute off of an
Olivia Butterworth shot and rebound.
County, with game time set for 7 p.m.
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MURRAY AGAIN FALTERS
AGAINST MARSHALL CO.,
STILL FINISHES SECOND IN
THE DISTRICT
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
After grinding out a 2-0 win against Graves County
Tuesday night, head coach Shauna Traylor and the Lady
Tigers (12-4-1) were hoping their penchant for slow starts
was over.
With a regular season district title and home field advantage on the line Thursday night, however, Murray couldn't
come up big - eventually falling 4-Ito the Lady Marshals at
the Mallory France Soccer Field.
Their 6-2 finish clinches the no. 2 seed in the district tournament, but Traylor was left wondering what could have
been after the game.
"I just don't know," she said. "It's our start, and I really
don't know how to change it. When we have a short warmup, it's bad. But lately we've been having longer warm-ups,
and it's good. Then,(Thursday), I really don't know what it
is at all.
"I told them, this determines first or second, and I don't
know if it clicks to them."
It clicked for Marshall, and early. Rachel McWilliams
scored in the fifth minute on a goal that looked as if keeper
Meredith Purdom lost in the sun, but it nevertheless put the
Lady Marshals up 1-0.
Marshall County's second goal didn't need sunlight to find
the net - Kayla Travis shook her defender and punched it into
the right side of the goal to make it 2-0 in the ninth minute.
The Lady Tigers would hold firm for the rest of the first
half, however,finally reversing field, playing more physically and getting clean possessions after the 12th minute.
Shelby Keith's shot on goal in the 13th minute was a clean
See LADY TIGERS, 12
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•Lady Tigers...

Kershaw and Wainwright to duel
By BET1N HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGF.1 FS (AP) — The
last time the Los Angeles
Dodgers faced the St. Louis
Cardinals in the playoffs,
Clayton Kershaw had a terrible
outing and the Dodgers were
bounced out of the postseason.
A year later and a round earlier. Kershaw has a chance to
erase the memories of that 9-0
loss in Game 6 when he starts
Friday's • NL Division Series
Adam
against
opener
Wainwright.
"That's the hardest part about
it. Your season ends." Kershaw
said Thursday before the
Dodgers worked out. "It always
hangs with you until your next
start. I had to wait a long time for
that next one."
Kershaw is coming off another

award-worthy regular season in
which he went 21-3 and his 1.77
ERA led the major leagues for
the fourth straight year. He was
10-2 with a 1.70 ERA at home,
too.
Wainwright hasn't been nearly
as successful at Chavez Ravine.
'The right-hander is 1-3 with a
4.30 ERA in seven games,
including six starts.
"I pay no mind to what happened in the regular season,*
Wainwright said. "Obviously,
Clayton had an amazing regular
season and now we go to the
postseason and its anybody's
ballgrune. This is one game for
the rest of your lives every day,
so we'll take that mindset and be
ready."
Wainwright had the third-best
ERA in the National League at
2.38 this season, and was even
better on the road at 1.72. But in

a season in which Kershaw has
been so dominant,the Cardinals'
ace can't help but be somewhat
of an afterthought.
"I'm more impressed that, what
is he 26 years old, that he's had
the career he's already had and is
the pitcher he is already," the 33year-old Wainwright said. "Most
times it takes a pitcher a few
years to kind of break in and then
he starts finding his own, and
he's just been excellent from the
very beginning."
Kershaw missed a handful of
starts with a bad back in April,
and after pitching late into the
postgeAson a year ago,the injury
peovided him some welcome
rest. Manager Don Mattingly
said the team was looking for
ways to reduce Kershaw's
innings anyway, and the schedule kicked in some extra help
late last month.

III Royals...

From Page 11
look from the top of the box, but
it sailed just over the crossbar.
Seven minutes later, Murray was
on the attack with Lydia Grogan
leading the way,but keeper Attie
Fiske came up from between the
posts and stopped a solid chip
shot from Grogan for a potential
score.
Murray's persistence in the
half-pitch would finally pay off
in the 24th minute when Olivia
Butterworth's hard shot ricocheted off of Fiske and at the
feet of sophomore reserve
Kennedy Jones,and she barreled
the back of the net to make it 2Marshall County nearly scored
at the end of the first half, when
a perfectly executed triangle
offense and shot on goal trickled
just left of the goal as time
expired.
Entering the second half and a
chance to knot things up,
Marshall returned to a full-pressure 4-3-3 to match Murray in
the middle, and it worked.
Freshman midfielder Camryn
Crass broke through and scored
in the 49th minute to make it 3I.
Twice Murray flirted behind
enemy lines with a chance to
score, but forwards like Grogan
and Alex Pologruto were contained in the middle of the field,
and the wings weren't pressing
enough from the sides to create
space.
The Lady Tigers earned their
first corner kick in the 55th
minute,then snagged a free kick
from 30 yards out in the 58th
minute to keep pressure on the
Lady Marshals.
Brittany Lawson's attempt
*as cleared and countered, as
Pamela Ross' goal in the 62nd
minute ping-ponged off the side
posts and into the net,- deflating
Murray's hopes for a comeback.
"We had opportunities to put
them away, put a goal away and
get our confidence back, and we
were just skying them," Traylor
said.
The Lady Tigers face a home
match Saturday against a tough
Hopkinsville team, with game
time starting around 11:30 a.m.

but the fans got tense while the attention, the Angels' tough
From Page 11
teams managed just three hits catcher also got his first postseaWinning pitcher Danny Duffy apiece in the first nine innings. son experience after sitting out
worked the 10th for Kansas Los Angeles earned home-field twice when his Colorado
City, and Holland picked up the advantage throughout the post- Rockies made the playoffs.
save after arriving at the ball- season with a big league,best
Kansas City went back ahead
park around the fourth inning. 98-64 record in the regular sea- in the fifth when Alex Gordon
He went to North Carolina on son, winning the AL West while doubled and scored on Infante's
the Royals' off day to attend his scoring 773 runs.
sacrifice fly, but Freese -tied it
child's birth.
The Royals can't match Los again with another drive to the
Mike Trout was 0 for 4 with a Angeles' offense on paper, but bullpens in left. Freese, the
walk in his playoff debut. The they've got some remarkable MVP of the 2011 World Series
favorite for AL MVP grounded postseason mojo.
and NLCS for St. Louis, got his
into a fielder's choice in the 10th
Moustakas' 24th postseason extra-base hit
before
Even
before Albert Pujols popped out homer, Non Aoki made dramat- and 30th RBI in his Angels playto end his 0-for-4 Angels playoff ically awkward catches on the off debut.
debut. Josh Hamilton popped right-field warning track to end
The Angels put two runners on
out to end the game,capping his the sixth and seventh, twice against a tiring Vargas in the
0-for-5 return to the lineup.
making up for poor routes to the sixth, and Royals. fans might
"We had some guys in scoring Angels' drives with a last-instant have had bitter flashbacks to
position." just couldn't get that stab. Lorenzo Cain also made manager Ned Yost's muchone hit, especially late." Angels two exceptional plays in center debated, sixth-inning pitching
manager Mike Scioscia said. field in the first two innings, decisions in the wild-card game.
"Those guys hung in there and underlining Kansas City's stellar But Aoki saved Kansas City
got the big outs and got the big defense.
when he blindly nabbed Howie
hit late. So we hit two home runs
"Lorenzo Cain is one of the Kendrick's drive to the warning
to keep ourselves in the game, best center fielders in baseball, track in right.
but outside of that, we didn't and Aoki made some unbelievTRAINER'S ROOM
really pressure those guys very able plays," Moustakas said.
Royals: RHP Kelvin Herrera
much."
"We were able to cut their rallies walked Freese on five pitches
Jered Weaver. Joe Smith and down a little bit on some of the leading off the seventh and then
Huston Streetcombined to retire huge catches there in right field left the game with right forearm
Kansas City's final 15 batters and center field, and hats off to tightness. Herrera is a key membefore extra innings — and those guys."
ber of Kansas City's vaunted
Weaver yielded three hits over
that's when the Royals went to
bullpen.
work. Kevin Jepsen let two run- seven strong innings for the
Angels: Hamilton played left
ners on in the 10th, but retired Angels while his good friend, field and batted seventh after
Salvador Perez and Omar Jason Vargas, pitched six
missing 21 of the Angels' final
innings of three-hit ball for
Infante to escape.
22 regular-season games with
Sales wasn't as lucky, giving Kansas City.
upper-body injuries.
Weaver and Vargas played
up a homer to the Royals' No.9
UP NEXT
Beach
Long
hitter. Moustakas grew up in the together at nearby
er (16-4, 3.04 ERA),
Shoemak
San Fernando Valley and played State and again with the Angels
ld rookie who gets
28-year-o
the
at UCLA before making his big last year. They're taking a vacafor saving
Scioscia
from
credit
—
season
league debut and hitting his first tion together after the
makes his
season,
Angels'
the
but first, the former Dirtbags
homer at the Big A in 2011.
pitched
hasn't
He
debut.
playoff
"We've been doing it any way. dueled through 6 1/2 tense
strained
he
when
IS,
Sept.
since
we can." Moustakas said. "It's innings in Orange County.
muscle. Kansas City
After Escobar put the Royals an oblique
different every
somebody
Ventura (14-10,
with
counters
ahead, Los Angeles tied it when
night."
in the sixth
struggled
who
3.20),
the
into
A raucous crowd banged bal- lanne,tta drove a fastball
game,
card
wildthe
of
inning
playcareer
first
his
in
loons and cheered on the Angels bullpens
fastmph
1-00
a
possesses
but
throughout their postseason off at-bat. While Trout's October
ball.
pregame
return after a half-decade away, debut received all the
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American League
Baltimore 1, Detroit 0
Thursday, Oct. 2: Baltimore 12. Detroit
3
Friday, Oct 3. Detroit (Ve-rlander 15-12)
at Baltimore (Chen 16-6). 12 07 p.m
Sunday, Oct 5. Baltimore (Gonzalez
10-9) at Detroit (Price 15-12), 3 45 p m
a-Monday. Oct 6 Baltimore at Detroit
(Porcello 15-13), TBD
x-Wednesday. Oct 8 Detroit at
Baltimore, TBD
Kansas 1, Los Angeles 0
Thursday. Oct. 2 Kansas City 3. Los
Angeles 2. 11 innings
Friday. Oct 3 Kansas City (Ventura 1410) at Los Angeles (Shoemaker 16-41.
937 pm
Sunday, Oct 5. Los Angeles (Wilson
13-10) at Kansas City (Shields 14-8).
7:37 p.m
a-Monday. Oct 6 Los Angeles at
Kansas City, TBD
a-Wednesday. Oct 8 Kansas City at
Los Angeles, TBD

National League
Washington vs. San Francisco
Fnday, Oct 3 San Francisco (Peavy 713) at Washington (Strasburg 14-11)
(FS1) 3 07 p m
Saturday Oct 4 San Francisco
(Hudson 9-13) at Washington
(Zimmermann 14-5)(FS1), 537 p.m.
Monday, Oct 6: Washington (Fister 166) at San Francisco (Bumgarner 18-10)
(FS1 or MLBN), TBD
x-Tuesday, Oct. 7, Washington at San
Francisco (FS1), TBD
x-Thursday, Oct. 9. San Francisco at
Washington (FS1), TBD
Los Angeles vs. St. Louis
Friday, Oct 3 St. Louis (Wainwnght 209) at Los Angeles (Kershaw 21-3)
(FS1). 637 p.m
Saturday, Oct. 4 St Louis (Lynn 15-10)
at Los Angeles (Greinke 17-8)(MLBN),
9-37 pm
Monday, Oct. 6. Los Angeles (Ryu 147) at St Louis (Lackey 3-3)(FS1 Of
MLBN), TBD
x-Tuesday, Oct. 7 Los Angeles (Haren
13-11) at St Louis (Miller 10-9)(FS1),
TBD
x-Thursday Oct 9 St Louis at Los
Angeles IFS1), TBD

II Murray VB

•.•
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7, Cohoon's serving pushed
Murray up 13-8 to force a timeout.
CFS responded big - taking a
15-14 lead to force a Murray
timeout.
The Lady Tigers riposted with
a 10-4 run of their own to close
the set - fueled by five Waldrop
kills and a block.
"That's the competitor in her,"
Boggess noted."The other thing
that made a lot of difference is
Maddie Cohoon continued to
work with the passing, continued to put the ball on the net,
and that was the difference in
the third set."
Murray would storm to a quick
6-2 lead to start the Second set,
but CFS went on a 6-0 run to go
up 8-6 and shake the Lady
Tigers.
Things didn't settle after a
timeout, as the Lady Eagles
regained the lead 13-12 on a
sharp spike from junior Emily
Nelson - then stretched their

advantage to 17-13.
"They control the ball very
well, and they play hard,"
Boggess said. "Emily Nelson
plays hard. 110 percent. She is
excellent. She's their captain.
She's their go-to girl. Every single minute, she's wanting it,
she's getting after it. She has
good ups."
Down 20-17 following a timeout, Murray would sprint to the
finish with an 8-1 run to steal the
second set, 25-21, and put them
in the driver's seat for the match.
• Tied 6-all and Murray looking
to close the door on the district,
the Lady Tigers used a 9-3 run to
take a 15-9 lead - highlighted by
two slam-dunk blocks and a
spike right in the middle of the
defense from Gandy.
Armstrong was out of practice
Wednesday with an illness,
prompting Boggess to start
Gandy in her spot Thursday
night.
The Lady Tigers should enjoy
a short furlough before returning
after Fall Break.
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Drawings•Prizes• Giveaways
Robert W. Hamm, MD
Psychiatry
g the best in
As a regional community hospital, we are committed to providin
has joined the medical
care to our neighbors. Dr. Hamm, our newest neighbor,
Psychiatrist at Lake
team at Henry County Medical Center, serving as our newest
to
Center and opening his own practice, Paris Mental Health,

Haven Behavioral
serve outpatient psychiatric needs.
ty at Buffalo
Dr. Hamm received his undergraduate degree from the Universi
degree
medical
his
in Buffalo, NY, studying Biology and Psychology. He received
then completed
from Ross University School of Medicine in the Dominica and
of Medicine in .,
his residencey at East Tennessee State University Quillen College
as Knoxville, TN. He is
Psychiatry. He has worked in Panama City Beach, FL as well
ment, contact Paris Mental
currently accepting new patients. To make an appoint
Health at 731-644-8441.
41;iARIS
Medical Arts Building
202
Suite
Haven
e
1Lak
Paris, TN 38242
CLINIC
M Behavioral Center
731-644-8441
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